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Makers, tinkerers, innovators, and out-of-the-box thinkers . . .
YOU are going to this!
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Pitsco Education makes every effort to keep our products reasonably
priced, but, as you are aware, tariffs are having a major impact on many
products across the United States. Our commitment to you, our loyal
customers, is that we are not raising prices based on what might happen
in the future. We will implement price adjustments only when we are
notified by a supplier that increases are imminent. In these instances,
prices will change quickly, therefore please refer to our online store
which will be updated regularly.
We know price increases represent a challenge. As an education
company, we pledge to continue working to exclude our products from
tariffs and to provide high-quality solutions at a fair price. We greatly
appreciate you and all you do for students every day.

Pitsco Education is proud to provide solutions for your makerspace, and while our Maker Projects are categorized by school level (elementary, middle level,
high school), we understand the needs and abilities of every student are different. Please exercise teacher discretion when selecting activities for your
classroom and understand that adult supervision might be required for activities and tool usage.

BUILDING A MAKERSPACE?
We have everything you need to make it great!
Trebuchet Maker Project — page 14

Balsa Bridges Maker Project — page 10
Maglev Maker Project — page 8

Pitsco Maker Space Cabinet — page 64
AP Dragster Maker Project — page 6

Storage Solutions — pages 61-65
Water Rocket Maker Project — pages 9

Fold-N-Roll Maker Project — page 2
Tools and Materials — pages 41-48
Straw Rocket Maker Project — page 6

MERRY MAKER
What do you call an educator who loves to tinker and pass that
creative passion on to students through makerspaces and
open-ended projects? A Merry Maker!
Take the quiz at Pitsco.com/FindYourType to find out if you are
indeed a Merry Maker!

2
Essential Questions

ELEMENTARY

What variables affect maximum
distance?

Balloon Car Maker Project

How could you modify your
balloon car to travel farther?

MK42950—$95
A Pitsco Exclusive
Have students build balloon-powered
cars with the Balloon Car Maker Project.
With balloons as the source of power,
the range of designs students will
come up with is sure to be fun and
challenging. The project includes a
Balloon Car Explore-A-Pak, which has
axles, wheels, straws, and balloons to
create your cars. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

How can balloon inflation be used
to predict the distance the vehicle
will travel?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Essential Questions

ELEMENTARY

How does the placement of mass
affect how far a Fold-N-Roll car
can travel?

Fold-N-Roll Maker Project
MAKER PROJECTS

Farm Equipment Mechanic
Truck Driver
Bicycle Repair Technician
Automotive Designer

MK42952—$99
A Pitsco Exclusive
Building a car has never been easier.
With the Fold-N-Roll Maker Project,
students can build simple, folded cars
and launch them down the included
ramp for fun vehicle-design activities.
The project includes vehicle templates,
axles, wheels, two test ramps, and a Dr.
Zoon Fold-N-Roll Video. For convenience,
the project also comes with labels, a
bin, and a bin prep sheet for storage
and organization.

Why are there differences in the
distances traveled by the same
car?
How does the angle of the roll
ramp affect the distance traveled
by the vehicle?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Automotive Engineer
Graphic Artist
Race Car Driver
Mechanic

Essential Questions
What shapes create stronger
structures? Why?

ELEMENTARY

What is the difference between a
2-D and a 3-D shape?

Large Structures Maker Project

What attributes are important for
naming shapes?

MK42955—$95
A Pitsco Exclusive
Sometimes, building structures can be fun. With the Large
Structures Maker Project, students use big, fuzzy, and
colorful pipe cleaners with rocket tubes to construct all
kinds of shapes. The project includes 180 rocket tubes and
120 large assorted color pipe cleaners. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep sheet for
storage and organization.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Architect
Civil Engineer
Animation Artist
Math Teacher

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
Essential Questions

ELEMENTARY

Making Your Own Ruler Maker Project

MAKER PROJECTS

MK42956—$75
A Pitsco Exclusive
Instead of using a regular ruler, students can learn
about measuring and fractions as they make their own
ruler with the Making Your Own Ruler Maker Project.
The project comes with the Making Your Own Ruler
Pack – which includes permanent markers, plastic
material, templates, and student worksheets – and the
Dr. Zoon Making Your Own Ruler Video. For convenience,
the project also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep
sheet for storage and organization.

What fractional parts of an inch
are common on a ruler?
How do you estimate
measurements?
What tools are most useful for
collecting measurement data?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Math Teacher
Architect
Drafter
Cost Estimator

Essential Questions

ELEMENTARY

Parachutes Maker Project

MK42958—$280
A Pitsco Exclusive
For a fast activity that teaches students about load,
gravity, and parachutes, there’s nothing better than the
Parachutes Maker Project. The project includes parachute
kits, modeling clay, a Rip Cord Parachute Drop, a Rip Cord
Stand, and a Dr. Zoon Parachutes Video. For convenience,
the project also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep
sheet for storage and organization.

What material would you want
a parachute made of if it were
attached to your back?

How does the mass attached to
the parachute affect how fast the
parachute falls?
How does the size of the
parachute affect how fast the
parachute falls?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Skydiving Instructor
Pilot
Astronaut
Civil Engineer

Troubleshooting

Negative
acceleration

Safety
engineering
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Essential Questions
How does design affect the
stability of a structure?

ELEMENTARY

Pop-Ups Maker Project

What are the most effective
techniques for creating exciting
pop-up books?

MK42959—$25
A Pitsco Exclusive
Remember reading pop-up books as a child and
being fascinated by how they worked? With the
Pop-Ups Maker Project, students can learn about
the accurate geometric skills needed to make
pop-ups and have some artistic fun. The project
includes the Finding Out About Pop-Ups book
and enough card grid for a whole class to begin
making pop-ups in no time! For convenience,
the project also comes with labels, a bin, and a
bin prep sheet for storage and organization.

In your own words, what is
engineering?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Mechanical Engineer
Artist/Illustrator
Author
Animator

Essential Questions

MAKER PROJECTS

How can Newton’s first law of
motion be applied to the activity?
What is the relationship between
the number of winds of the
rubber band and the distance the
car travels?

ELEMENTARY

Prop Buggy Maker Project

What changes can you make to
your car to make it go faster?

MK42960—$285
A Pitsco Exclusive
Propellers aren’t just for airplanes; they can
also be used to power cars! With the Prop
Buggy Maker Project, students can learn about
resistance, stored energy, friction, and Newton’s
laws of motion while creating a buggy car.

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Automotive Engineer
Pilot
Mechanic
Farmer

Essential Questions

How does the shape of the sail
affect the distance the sail car can
travel?

ELEMENTARY

Sail Car Maker Project

How can too much wind be bad
for sailors?

MK42962—$105
A Pitsco Exclusive
Challenge your students with an engineering-oriented
activity in which they design a sail car. With the Sail Car
Maker Project, students go through the engineering
design process to figure out the best way to craft their
sail car. The project includes enough sail cars for the
whole class and a three-speed, high-velocity fan. For
convenience, the project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and organization.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

What causes the car to stop
(without hitting a wall or barrier)?

Career Connections:
• Sailing Instructor
• Wind Farm Developer
• Energy and Environmental
Engineer
• Environmentalist

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
Essential Questions

ELEMENTARY

What changes can you make to
your car to make it go faster?
Slower?

MAKER PROJECTS

Toolbox Racer Maker Project

MK42965—$385
A Pitsco Exclusive
Potential energy is a surprising thing.
Sometimes, an object as simple as a tape
measure can have an unexpected amount
of power. With the Toolbox Racer Maker
Project, students can tap into the potential
energy of tape measures to create a simple
race car. The project includes the Toolbox
Racer Pack, Toolbox Racer Start Gate, glue,
tape measures, duct tape, kite string, and a
Toolbox Racer video. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin, and a
bin prep sheet for storage and organization.

How does the racing surface
affect the distance the racer
travels?
If the measuring tape were
removed, how could you make
the car move?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

ELEMENTARY

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanic
Farmer
Math or Physics Teacher

Essential Questions

Toothpick Bridges Maker Project

If you were to build a bridge,
what material would be best
to use considering the physical
properties of the material?

MK42966—$109
A Pitsco Exclusive
Toothpicks can be used for more than just
cleaning teeth. With the Toothpick Bridges
Maker Project, students can build bridges out
of toothpicks and test them to see how much
weight their bridges can hold. The project
includes enough materials for a whole class
to build bridges. Materials include toothpicks,
Structures Glue, empty glue bottles, waxed
paper, a Toothpick Bridge Tester, and a Dr. Zoon
Toothpick Bridges Video. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin
prep sheet for storage and organization.

What causes weakness in a
bridge?
What shapes are best to use to
create a strong bridge? Why?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

City Planner
Architect
Civil Engineer
Carpenter

Potential
and kinetic
energy

Creative
problem-solving

Competition

Energy and power
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Essential Questions
ELEMENTARY

How does the mass of the vehicle
affect the distance and speed it
can travel?

MIDDLE LEVEL

AP Dragster Maker Project

How is air harnessed and used for
propulsion?

MK42949—$555
A Pitsco Exclusive
Prepare to get your wheels turning with the
AP Dragster Maker Project. Students use the
provided tools and their imaginations to
create AP dragsters and test them with the AP
Dragster Launcher. The project includes AP
Dragster Pack, AP Dragster Launcher, and a
hand pump. For convenience, the project also
comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep sheet
for storage and organization.

How can compressed air be used
to move other larger objects?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Race Car Driver
Mechanic
Test Car Driver
Classic Car Restorer

WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding, or machining wood products can expose you to wood dust, a substance known to the state of California to cause cancer.
Avoid inhaling wood dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. For more information, go to P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood.

Essential Questions

MAKER PROJECTS

ELEMENTARY

How would you define inventing
in your own words?

MIDDLE LEVEL

Why are wheels round instead of
square?

Invention Explore-A-Pak Maker Project
MK42953—$229
A Pitsco Exclusive
With the Invention Explore-A-Pak Maker Project, we
provide the supplies while students supply their
imaginations. The project includes the Invention
Explore-A-Pak, which comes with a wide variety of
materials such as rubber bands, straws, basswood,
dowel rods, Skill Sticks, balloons, wheels, glue,
plastic spools, and more. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin
prep sheet for storage and organization.

ELEMENTARY

Why can designs be so different
yet accomplish the same goals?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Mechanical Engineer
Hobbyist
Analyst
Researcher

Essential Questions

MIDDLE LEVEL

How do the forces applied affect
the flight of the straw rocket?

Straw Rocket Maker Project

How do the shape and mass of
the nose cone affect the flight of
the straw rocket?

MK42963—$550
A Pitsco Exclusive
Rockets are always fun. That is a simple truth of the world.
With the Straw Rocket Maker Project, students play with
rockets and design their own rockets while learning about
projectile motion, aerodynamics, gravity, and much more. The
project includes enough straw rocket material for a whole
class, a Straw Rocket video, and three Straw Rocket Launchers.
For convenience, the project also comes with labels, a bin, and
a bin prep sheet for storage and organization.

How does the launch angle affect
the parabolic path of the rocket?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Aerospace Engineer
Military
Project Engineer
Algebra Teacher

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
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Essential Questions
ELEMENTARY

What is the similarity between a
boat and a hot-air balloon?

MIDDLE LEVEL

How did hot-air balloons become
the first reliable vehicles of human
flight?

MAKER PROJECTS

Zoon Balloon Maker Project

MK42968—$620
A Pitsco Exclusive
Hot-air balloons are mesmerizing to watch as they float up into the sky.
With the Zoon Balloon Maker Project, students can create their own hot-air
balloons and learn about buoyancy, temperature, density, and more. The
project includes glue sticks, hot-air balloon templates, assorted color tissue
paper, paper clips, a Hot-Air Balloon video, an Indoor Balloon Tester, and an
Inflation Station. For convenience, the project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and organization. Propane is required for
outdoor launches and is sold separately.

What are the scientific principles
behind hot-air balloon flight?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Hot-Air Balloon Pilot
Helicopter Pilot
Travel Planner
Design Engineer

WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Essential Questions
How does friction affect the
distance and speed the vehicle
can travel?

ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE LEVEL

How is air harnessed and used for
propulsion?

HIGH SCHOOL

AP Bottle Racer Maker Project

How can compressed air be used
to move other larger objects?

MK43149—$395
A Pitsco Exclusive
Design your bottle and get to racing with the AP
Bottle Racer Maker Project. Students decide how to
design their bottle and launch it down the track to
see whose bottle is the fastest.

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Race Car Driver
Mechanic
Test Car Driver
Classic Car Restorer

Modeling

Design
process
Art

Molecular
motion
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ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE LEVEL

Essential Questions

HIGH SCHOOL

What factors determine density?

KaZoon Kite Maker Project

What is the name of the basic 3-D
shape of this kite?

MK42954—$180
A Pitsco Exclusive
It’s time to build a kite and let it soar sky
high with the KaZoon Kite Maker Project.
Students can build a kite and discover
the principles of flying while having fun
outside. The project includes a KaZoon
Kites Class Pack and a Dr. Zoon KaZoon Kite
Video. For convenience, the project also
comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep
sheet for storage and organization.

What is the best process for
building something larger from
something small?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Jeweler
Fashion Designer
Construction Worker
3-D Graphic Artist

Essential Questions

How do magnets cause motion?

MAKER PROJECTS

ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE LEVEL

How can magnets improve
transportation?

HIGH SCHOOL

What is the effect of mass and
mass distribution on magnetic
levitation?

Maglev Maker Project

MK43157—$230
A Pitsco Exclusive
Magnetic levitation is used to create faster, quieter, and
smoother transit systems. In the Maglev Maker Project,
students can create their own maglev vehicle and begin
learning about the wonders of magnetism. The project
includes enough Levitator Maglev Vehicles for 30 students,
the Dr. Zoon Maglev Video, and a Maglev II Track. For
convenience, the project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and organization.

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Transportation Engineer
Subway Driver
Crane Operator
Civil Engineer

Essential Questions
Does a larger surface area
guarantee a larger volume?

ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE LEVEL

What did you do to make sure
your package would fit the object
provided?

HIGH SCHOOL

Packaging Design Maker Project

What efficiencies are important
for packaging companies to
consider in the design of their
packaging?

MK42957—$190
A Pitsco Exclusive
Packaging is a part of any product we buy. With the Packaging
Design Maker Project, students can become familiar with
packaging design and techniques. The project includes five
Super Boxmakers, a Dr. Zoon Packaging Design Video, and card
stock. For convenience, the project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and organization.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Order Online: Pitsco.com

USPS Worker
Graphic Artist
Package Design Engineer
Marketer

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

MAKER PROJECTS

SunEzoon Maker Project

MK42964—$385
A Pitsco Exclusive
Solar energy is all around us and is an important
renewable energy resource. With the SunEzoon Maker
Project, students can learn about solar energy while
designing their own simple solar car. The project
includes everything you need to make a solar car such
as solar panels, alligator clamps, motors, wheels, steel
axles, gears, and more, and it also comes with a Dr.
Zoon SunEzoon Video. For convenience, the project
also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep sheet for
storage and organization.

Essential Questions

What is the optimal combination
of gears to achieve the maximum
speed?
Why is it important to conserve
energy and consider alternative
energy sources?
How is energy from the Sun
converted into electricity?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Scientific Researcher
Solar Power Plant Operator
Photovoltaic Panel Installer
Electrician

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Water Rocket Maker Project

MK42967—$375
A Pitsco Exclusive
Water rockets take fun and learning outdoors and to
the sky. With the Water Rocket Maker Project, students
learn important scientific principles such as Newton’s
laws, acceleration, thrust, and inertia while blasting
water-filled rockets into the sky. The project includes
materials for constructing water rockets: body tubes,
transition cones, fin materials, nose cones, sandpaper,
an AquaPort II Water Rocket Launcher, and a Deluxe
Port Pump II. Students need to provide their own plastic
bottle (20 ounce, 1 liter, or 2 liter). For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep
sheet for storage and organization.

Essential Questions

How do fin shape and size affect
the altitude of the water rocket?
How do water and air make a
rocket fly?
How do Newton’s first, second,
and third laws apply to rockets?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Research Engineer
Aerospace Engineer
Rocket Scientist
Electrical Engineer

WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Social impacts

Graphing data

Adaptability

Electric power
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Essential Questions

MIDDLE LEVEL

C O2 Dragster – Middle
School Maker Project

How does mass affect speed?
How does aerodynamic drag
affect speed?

MK43154—$780
A Pitsco Exclusive
Learn about the aerodynamics of cars
with the Middle School CO2 Dragster
Maker Project and start racing
today. The project includes a balsa
DragPak, Dr. Zoon Dragster Videos,
graph paper, the EZ Finish Gate, and
the EZ Start Gate. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

What is the best way to design
a car?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Classic Car Restorer
Car Designer
Automotive Journalist
Test Car Driver

WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding, or machining wood products can expose you to wood dust, a substance known to the state of California to cause cancer.
Avoid inhaling wood dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. For more information, go to P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood.

MAKER PROJECTS

Essential Questions
MIDDLE LEVEL

If you were to build a bridge,
what material would be best
to use considering the physical
properties of the material?

HIGH SCHOOL

How are bridges a form of art?

Balsa Bridges Maker Project

What problems can occur before
and during construction, and
how might you learn from these
problems? How can engineers
avoid these problems?

MK43150—$420
A Pitsco Exclusive
There are tons of different bridge designs. With the Balsa Bridges
Maker Project, students create bridges and test them out to see
which design is best. The project includes a balsa BridgePak 25-Pack,
the Bridge video, and the Structure Testing Device. For convenience,
the project also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep sheet for
storage and organization.

MIDDLE LEVEL

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

City Planner
Architect
Civil Engineer
Carpenter

Essential Questions

HIGH SCHOOL

What factors affect the flight of
the glider from traveling in a
straight line?

Balsa Glider Maker Project

MK43152—$140
A Pitsco Exclusive
Learn about the principles of
flight and have students put their
knowledge to the test. With the Balsa
Glider Maker Project, students can
learn about flight and create their
own balsa glider design to flight test.
The project includes a FlightPak and
the Dr. Zoon Balsa Glider Video. For
convenience, the project also comes
with labels, a bin, and a bin prep sheet
for storage and organization.

What are the flying forces
that aircraft designers have to
consider?
How can you prove the existence
of air?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Aeronautical Engineer
Aircraft Technician
Air Traffic Controller
Pilot

WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding, or machining wood products can expose you to wood dust, a substance known to the state of California to cause cancer.
Avoid inhaling wood dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. For more information, go to P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Essential Questions

Catapults Maker Project

MAKER PROJECTS

11

How does the catapult set an
object in motion?

MK43173—$260
A Pitsco Exclusive
Give students a taste of medieval
times with the Catapults Maker
Project! This project includes
enough materials for students to
build and test their own rubber
band-powered catapults. For
convenience, the project also
comes with labels, a compartment
tray, a bin, and a bin prep sheet for
storage and organization.

What do you know about
motion and force after building a
catapult?
What modifications can be
made to improve the catapult’s
accuracy? What about distance?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Inspector
Mechanical Engineer
Construction Worker
Crane Operator

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Essential Questions

ChallengePak Maker Project

What is an engineering challenge
you could solve with the given
materials?

MK43153—$279
A Pitsco Exclusive
Endless possibilities come with the
ChallengePak Maker Project. With the
provided mousetraps, wheels, axles,
dowel rods, wood strips, rubber bands,
balloons, and more, the only limit to
creating something exciting is your
imagination. The project includes
the ChallengePak, which provides
enough materials for 25 students.
For convenience, the project also
comes with labels, a bin, and a bin
prep sheet for storage and organization.

How would you design a car
that can travel two meters using
the fewest materials from the
ChallengePak?
Why did you choose the materials
you chose in your design? Why
is the type of material used in a
design important?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Mechanical Engineer
Hobbyist
Analyst
Researcher

WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Data collection

Projectile
motion

Prediction

Historical
perspectives
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MIDDLE LEVEL

Essential Questions

HIGH SCHOOL

Delta Dart Maker Project

What are the differences in flight
time across three launches?

MK43155—$140
A Pitsco Exclusive
Learning about airplanes is great with
model airplanes. The Delta Dart Maker
Project gives students the chance
to build a rubber band-powered
airplane and learn a little about the
aerodynamics involved in flight. The
project includes enough materials for
35 students with the Delta Dart Model
Airplane, electric winders, and Dr. Zoon
Delta Dart Video. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

MAKER PROJECTS

MIDDLE LEVEL

How can the wings be modified
to improve the distance traveled?
How do different sizes of
propellers affect a plane’s
movement?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Aeronautical Engineer
Aircraft Technician
Air Traffic Controller
Pilot

Essential Questions

HIGH SCHOOL

What fuel might replace oil as the
primary fuel source for travel?

Eco-Wind Generator
Maker Project

How do the aerodynamics
of blades affect a turbine’s
efficiency?

MK43156—$410
A Pitsco Exclusive
Wind energy is a growing form of energy
in our world. With the Eco-Wind Generator
Maker Project, students learn about wind
energy and can construct their very own
wind generator. The project includes an
Eco-Wind Generator II 30-Pack; Eco-Wind
Gen video; and three 3-speed, highvelocity fans. For convenience, the project
also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin
prep sheet for storage and organization.

What are the long-term benefits
to the community of developing a
wind farm?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Environmental Engineer
Industrial Engineer
Meteorologist
Wind Turbine Technician

Essential Questions
MIDDLE LEVEL

How can your design take
advantage of the most kinetic
energy that the mousetrap could
provide?

HIGH SCHOOL

Mousetrap Vehicle Maker Project

How would you change your
design to minimize friction?

MK43158—$380
A Pitsco Exclusive
Mousetraps pack a surprising amount of force. With the
Mousetrap Vehicle Maker Project, students can create a
mousetrap-powered vehicle and begin learning some basic
physics concepts. The project includes a Basic Mousetrap
Vehicle 30-Pack and the Mousetrap Vehicle video. For
convenience, the project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and organization.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Where is energy stored in a
mousetrap vehicle?

Career Connections:
• Physics Teacher
• Mechanical Engineer
• Vehicle Design Engineer

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Essential Questions

MAKER PROJECTS

Prop Racer Maker Project

How could the propeller be
modified to increase the distance
the car travels?

MK43159—$475
A Pitsco Exclusive
Use the power of rubber bands to
create a vehicle with the Prop Racer
Maker Project. The project includes
a Prop Racer Class Pack, Prop Racer
System, five Rubber Band Winders,
six bottles of HD Bond II, and a Prop
Racer video. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

MIDDLE LEVEL

13

How has the evolution of
propeller design affected society?
What design modifications can be
made to improve stability?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Avionics Equipment Mechanic
Air Traffic Controller
Mechanical Engineer
Helicopter Pilot

Essential Questions

HIGH SCHOOL

What forces are acting upon
the ball at specific points on the
track?

Roller Coaster Maker Project

MK42961—$580
A Pitsco Exclusive
Bring the excitement of an amusement park to the classroom with
the Roller Coaster Maker Project! Students can learn about physics
concepts while designing all the loops, hills, and banked curves
found in all the best roller coasters. The project comes with roller
coaster tracks, track stands, and roller coaster balls for the class.
For convenience, the project also comes with labels, a bin, and a
bin prep sheet for storage and organization.

How does apparent weight vary
during circular motion?
What safety precautions should
be taken to prevent injury on
roller coasters?

Career Connections:
• Structural Engineer
• Math or Science Teacher
• Amusement Park Repair
Technician
• Astronaut

Proportions

Collaboration
Environmental
perspectives

Alternative
energies

14
Essential Questions
MIDDLE LEVEL

How can you design something
that will transfer the Sun’s energy
for a useful purpose?

HIGH SCHOOL

What factors limit the use of solar
heat?

Solar Oven Maker Project

MK43160—$260
A Pitsco Exclusive
Solar energy has many applications
in our world. With the Solar Oven
Maker Project, students learn to
use solar energy to create a solar
oven. The project includes the Solar
Oven 30-Pack. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

How do different materials react
to solar energy, and how can
those materials be used for solar
energy?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Physicist
Materials Scientist
Chemical Engineer
Semiconductor Processor

Essential Questions

MAKER PROJECTS

MIDDLE LEVEL

Why is knowledge of fuels
important in understanding fuel
delivery systems?

HIGH SCHOOL

Solid-Fuel Rocket Maker Project

MK43161—$460
A Pitsco Exclusive
Learn about rockets, build your own, and launch them with the SolidFuel Rocket Maker Project. The project includes the Economy Rocket
Pack with Engines, Estes Altitude Finder, Solid-Fuel Rocket video,
Launchpad, and Launch Commander Module. For convenience,
the project also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep sheet for
storage and organization. See policies page for details on the
shipping of rocket engines.

How has flight influenced society?
How does proper assembly of a
rocket affect the performance of
the rocket?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Research Engineer
Aerospace Engineer
Pyrotechnics Specialist
Rocket Scientist

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

MIDDLE LEVEL

Essential Questions

HIGH SCHOOL

What are the limitations to the
trebuchet design, and how can
they be overcome?

Trebuchet Maker Project

MK43162—$280
A Pitsco Exclusive
Siege machines are a medieval
history and physics gold mine.
The Trebuchet Maker Project
lets students experiment with
physics and create their own siege
machines. The project includes
the Trebuchet 25-Pack, modeling
clay, the Trebuchet video, and mass
plates. For convenience, the project
also comes with labels, a bin, and
a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

How has engineering knowledge
advanced through the years?
How has the history of the
trebuchet influenced today’s
technology?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Inspector
Mechanical Engineer
Construction Worker
Crane Operator

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
HIGH SCHOOL

Essential Questions

Blade Engineering Maker Project

MAKER PROJECTS

15

How can wind energy be
transformed into more useful
forms of energy?

MK43174—$570
A Pitsco Exclusive
The importance of wind energy continues to
grow. With the Blade Engineering Maker Project,
students can create their own wind generator
blades and try them out to see what design is
best for harnessing the wind. The project comes
with six Blade Engineering Packs; three 3-speed,
high-velocity fans; a WinDynamo III Wind
Generator; and a WinDynamo Demo Board
Assembly. For convenience, the project also
comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep sheet
for storage and organization.

Why should efficiency influence
blade design and construction?
What are some things you can
do to help the sustainability
movement moving forward?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Environmental Engineer
Industrial Engineer
Meteorologist
Machinist

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Essential Questions

How can the basics of electronics
be applied to other disciplines?

HIGH SCHOOL

Blinky Robot Maker Project

What will the circuit do based on
the parts that are present?

MK43175—$290
A Pitsco Exclusive
Learn about creating electronic components with the
Blinky Robot Maker Project. Students learn soldering skills
while working with a hands-on circuit board kit to build a
robot board with intermittently flashing LEDs. The project
includes a Blinky Robot 30-Pack, seven solder tubes, a Dr.
Zoon Learning to Solder Video, and 30 nine-volt batteries.
For convenience, the project also comes with labels, a
bin, and a bin prep sheet for storage and organization.
Requires soldering irons, sold separately.

How can you design and build a
circuit that accomplishes a task?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Hobbyist
Electrician
Programmer
Engineer

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Mechanical
advantage

Systems

Resiliency

Force and
motion
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HIGH SCHOOL

Essential Questions

C O2 Dragster – High School
Maker Project

How do applied math and the use
of measurement translate into
your dragster design?

MK43176—$4,875
A Pitsco Exclusive
Create a balsa dragster today and begin
racing with the High School CO2 Dragster
Maker Project. The project includes a balsa
DragPak, Dr. Zoon Dragster Videos, graph
paper, two Wheel Deals, the Scout 2.0
Wind Tunnel, the FLO Visualization Tunnel,
a Wheel Lathe, and the Impulse G3 Race
System. For convenience, the project also
comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep
sheet for storage and organization.

Why are the right tools and the
right size of tools important?
What modifications can be made
to meet specific specifications/
tolerances for a dragster race?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Classic Car Restorer
Car Designer
Automotive Journalist
Test Car Driver

WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding, or machining wood products can expose you to wood dust, a substance known to the state of California to cause cancer.
Avoid inhaling wood dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. For more information, go to P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood.

HIGH SCHOOL

Essential Questions

MAKER PROJECTS

Earthquake Towers Maker Project

Why are we having so many
earthquakes?

MK43177—$1,620
A Pitsco Exclusive
More goes into constructing buildings than you
might think. Engineers have to find the perfect
design to make sure the building stays strong
through many hardships. With the Earthquake
Towers Maker Project, students will construct
their own towers and test them with a
shaker table to simulate an earthquake. The
project includes the balsa QuakePak, EQS
Mass Plate Hardware Pack, three packages
of EQS Wood Floor Plates, EQS Earthquake
Tower video, and the EQS Tremor Table. For convenience, the project
also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

How should you prepare for an
earthquake?
What needs to be considered in
designing structures for areas that
are prone to earthquakes?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Geophysicist
Seismologist
Meteorologist
Civil Engineer

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Essential Questions

HIGH SCHOOL

Foam Wing Gliders
Maker Project

How do birds create thrust and
control their direction of flight?
What are some of the common
features of planes with the
longest flight times?

MK43178—$1,210
A Pitsco Exclusive
Create your own foam wing design and then
attach it to a balsa wood fuselage to test
it out with the Foam Wing Gliders Maker
Project. The project includes the Foam Wing
Glider Pack, Foam Wing Cutter, Wing Tester
Balance Beam Assembly, Wing Test Enclosure,
and the Dr. Zoon Foam Wing Glider Video. For
convenience, the project also comes with
labels, a bin, and a bin prep sheet for storage
and organization.

What other materials might you
use in constructing the plane to
get a longer flight time?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Aeronautical Engineer
Aircraft Technician
Air Traffic Controller
Pilot

WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding, or machining wood products can expose you to wood dust, a substance known to the state of California to cause cancer.
Avoid inhaling wood dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. For more information, go to P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
HIGH SCHOOL

Essential Questions

Ray Catcher Maker Project

MAKER PROJECTS
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How do solar cells convert the
Sun’s energy into electricity?

MK43179—$560
A Pitsco Exclusive
Using the sun to power a vehicle
sounds pretty awesome, and with the
Ray Catcher Maker Project, students
can do just that. The project includes
a Ray Catcher Consumable Pack, six
Ray Catcher Solar Panels, and the Ray
Catcher video. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

What are the disadvantages of
solar power?
How can solar power be used in
future inventions?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Scientific Researcher
Solar Power Plant Operator
Photovoltaic Panel Installer
Electrician

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Essential Questions

HIGH SCHOOL

What is the best method
of planning and executing
woodworking projects?

Super Clip Maker Project
MK43180—$220
A Pitsco Exclusive
Learn how to work with wood
while creating a large clip with
the Super Clip Maker Project. The
project comes with enough Giant
Super Clip Kits and Giant Super
Clip Workbooks for a class of 30.
For convenience, the project also
comes with labels, a bin, and a
bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

How should wood be prepared
for stains and finishes, and how
are they applied?
What other materials could the
project be made from? Would
these materials make the project
simpler or more difficult and why?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Woodworker
Furniture Repairer
Carpenter
Mechanical Engineer

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Design
Aerodynamic
forces

Stability
Ratios
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Essential Questions

How is teamwork essential in
controlling the hydraulic system?

HIGH SCHOOL

T -Bot® II with Challenge Set
Maker Project

How would using different-size
syringes enable you to gain
mechanical advantage?
What were some challenges you
encountered in building, and how
did you overcome them?

MK43181—$590
A Pitsco Exclusive
Learn about the power of hydraulics and
robotics with the T-Bot® II with Challenge
Set Maker Project. The project includes the
T-Bot II 10-Pack, six T-Bot II Challenge Sets,
and the T-Bot II video. For convenience,
the project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Essential Questions

HIGH SCHOOL

MAKER PROJECTS

Bioengineer
Hydraulic Mechanic
Robot Technician
Mechatronics Engineer

What are the building standards
for wood frame construction?

T rue Scale House Framing Kit
Maker Project

How can the basic knowledge of
construction be applied to other
disciplines?

MK43182—$820
A Pitsco Exclusive
Build a gable or hipped roof while learning
how to create dimensions, read house plans,
and use construction techniques with the
True Scale House Framing Kit Maker Project.
The project includes six True Scale House
Framing Kits. For convenience, the project
also comes with labels, a bin, and a bin prep
sheet for storage and organization.

Why is the ability to measure
accurately essential in the
construction trades?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Framer
Architect
Carpenter
Construction Manager

WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding, or machining wood products can expose you to wood dust, a substance known to the state of California to cause cancer.
Avoid inhaling wood dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. For more information, go to P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood.

Essential Questions
What drafting concepts
are needed for effective
communication?

HIGH SCHOOL

Utility Building Kit Maker Project

What improvements could be
made to the design to decrease
cost?

MK43183—$225
A Pitsco Exclusive
Understanding the basics of framing and
creating solid building structures is a good
life skill to have. The Utility Building Kit
Maker Project introduces students to
the basic concepts of construction. The
project includes six Utility Building
Framing Kits 101. For convenience, the
project also comes with labels, a bin,
and a bin prep sheet for storage and
organization.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

What makes roofing materials
so important for protecting and
preserving a structure?

Career Connections:
•
•
•
•

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Framer
Architect
Carpenter
Construction Manager

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
ELEMENTARY

Elementary Maker Space Package

MK41759—$5,250
A Pitsco Exclusive
Eager to get your elementary classroom involved in the maker
movement? The Elementary Maker Space Package has everything
you need to get students moving, thinking, creating, and building.
With a wide variety of hands-on products ranging from straw
rockets to roller coasters, your students’ minds will be filled with
endless possibilities. This package includes 20 Pitsco products
from the following themes: Aerospace, Dragsters, Engineering,
Math, Structures, and Sustainable Energy. Independent Maker
Projects with the purple tab are included in the Elementary Maker
Space Package. Professional development options available.
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

MAKER SPACE PACKAGES

MIDDLE LEVEL

Middle-Level Maker Space Package

MK41763—$8,695
A Pitsco Exclusive
Fill your makerspace with hands-on products to get your middle
schoolers making. Whether they tackle the ChallengePak, explore
the dynamics of AP Bottle Racers, or soar to new heights with
KaZoon Kites, the Middle-Level Maker Space Package will stretch
the imaginations of your students. This package includes 23 Pitsco
products from the following categories: Aerospace, Dragsters,
Engineering, Math, Physical Science, Structures, and Sustainable
Energy. Independent Maker Projects with the green tab are included
in the Middle-Level Maker Space Package. Professional development
options available.
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

HIGH SCHOOL

High School Maker Space Package

MK41762—$16,415
A Pitsco Exclusive
Ready to expand the learning potential of your high school
students? Immerse them in creating and critical thinking with
the High School Maker Space Package. Science, technology,
engineering, and math are all covered, and students’ imaginations
will be encouraged to explore. From catapults, airplanes, and solar
ovens to wind generators, magnetic tracks, robots, and more,
this package includes 28 Pitsco products from the following
categories: Aerospace, Dragsters, Engineering, Math, Physical
Science, Robotics, Structures, and Sustainable Energy.
Independent Maker Projects with the blue tab are included in
the High School Maker Space Package. Professional development
options available.
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov
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ROBOTICS AND CODING IN MAKERSPACE
Thinking outside the box

Innovation is taking place in classrooms and makerspaces all around the world through robotics, coding, and ingenuity. Students and
teachers are thinking outside the box and using robotics and coding in ways we could have never imagined, such as assembling our very
own Mr. Robot II and allowing him to be the educator in your makerspace. We are here to help you navigate which robotics sets are right
for you. Check out the chart here and then dive in to our robotics offerings on following pages.
Grade Level Primary Element Material

Control

Programming Language Programming Devices

ROBOTICS AND CODING IN MAKERSPACE

TETRIX PRIME

6-9

Aluminum/plastic

Programmable
and R/C

TETRIX ArduBlockly
built upon Arduino
architecture

Mac, Windows, and
Linux devices with a
USB port

9+

Aluminum

Programmable
and R/C

Arduino Software (IDE)

Mac, Windows, and
Linux devices with a
USB port

3-5

Plastic

Programmable

Block based within app

iOS and Android

6-9

Plastic

Programmable

Block based within app

iOS and Android

9+

Plastic

Programmable

Blockly

iOS and Android for
build instructions

K-8

Plastic

R/C

N/A

N/A

page 22
TETRIX MAX

page 24
UKIT Beginner

page 26
UKIT Intermediate

page 27
UKIT Advanced

page 27
Rokenbok

page 36

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE

ROBOTICS AND CODING IN MAKERSPACE

TETRIX® MAX Competition in a Box

MK44587—$545
MK44588 TETRIX® Competition Arena—$375
A Pitsco Exclusive
Bring robotics competitions to the classroom with
the Competition in a Box. This package consists
of a guide that introduces students to robotics
competitions, numerous competition components,
and a highly customizable competition arena
system. The competition arena system is quick and
easy to set up for a multitude of sizes and layouts
depending on the type of competition and the
space available. The curriculum contains more than
45 hours of activities and competitions divided
among three competition zones. Zones 1 and 2
focus on R/C robotics while Zone 3 has students
programming autonomous robots using PRIZM®
and the Arduino Software (IDE). All activities and
competitions are open-ended, allowing students
to design and build their own robots while
incorporating the engineering design process and
systems thinking to solve each challenge.

Mr. Robot Reboot
Mr. Robot II

MK45024—$3,500
A Pitsco Exclusive
Perfect for a capstone project or makerspace, the Mr.
Robot II kit comes with everything needed to
build and program a five-foot-tall robot
that can move forward and backward,
lift at the shoulders, bend at the elbows,
and turn its head, not to mention take
your students’ interest in robotics to the
absolute max.
Features:
• Programmed using TETRIX® PRIZM®
Robotics Controller
• Operated using the TETRIX Tele-Op
Control Module and a SONY PS4
DUALSHOCK 4 remote control
• Includes more than 3,900 TETRIX
elements and a digital step-by-step
build guide
• Highly durable design powered by one
12 V 3,000 mAh NiMH battery pack,
charger included
• Includes two TETRIX MAX
TorqueNADO® Motors
• Built dimensions: 58" x 22" x 18"
• Weight when assembled: 37.5 lb
• Kit comes with LED lights for the
eyes, but it does not come with
lights on its body.

A towering
58 inches
in height!

21
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TETRIX® PRIME
MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Our turnkey offerings make outfitting an entire classroom or makerspace a cinch. These
preconfigured solutions feature our most popular and classroom-friendly products and are designed to
make getting started as easy as possible. The included builder’s guides provide a great introduction to
building and control systems along with activities that offer novice roboticists instant success.

TETRIX® PRIME Getting Started Package
MK41946—$5,995

TETRIX PRIME

Remote controlled
 Pitsco Exclusive
A
The TETRIX® PRIME Getting Started
Package offers the ultimate robotics
experience. Teams of two work to design
fully functioning, remote-controlled robots,
with each student pair having access to
both a TETRIX PRIME R/C Robotics Set and a
TETRIX PRIME Expansion Set. The included
TETRIX PRIME Engineering Mobile Robotics
Curriculum Pack and Engineering Design
Loop Poster Set provide an added bonus to
the builder’s guides.
Includes:
•
•
•
•
•

12 TETRIX PRIME R/C Robotics Sets
12 TETRIX PRIME Expansion Sets
12 builder’s guides
12 expansion builder’s guides
TETRIX PRIME Engineering Mobile
Robotics Curriculum Pack
• Engineering Design Loop Poster Set

TETRIX® PRIME
Wheelee Bot

TETRIX® PRIME
Pickee Bot

TETRIX® PRIME
Buggee Bot

Find more TETRIX sets, parts, and ideas online.
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

Every robot
needs a PULSE!

MAKERSPACE

Already have TETRIX® PRIME in your makerspace
and want to take it to the next level?
PULSE™ is a beginner-friendly, all-in-one programmable
controller that delivers a true plug-and-play experience
with all ports clearly marked on the brick and wiring
completed using convenient and pluggable connectors.
Students can start with the basics and quickly develop into
advanced coders, and the pocket-size footprint allows for
flexibility in placement of the PULSE on robot builds.

TETRIX PRIME

TETRIX® PULSE™ Robotics Controller

MK44268—$99
A Pitsco Exclusive
The TETRIX® PULSE™ offers a fully integrated brain for your robot, specifically developed for the TETRIX
PRIME system, that is powerful yet easy to use and, when combined with Arduino Software (IDE) and
TETRIX Ardublockly software, can provide an ideal learning tool for teaching graphic or syntaxbased coding.
Features:
• 2 DC motor control ports and 6 standard control servo ports
• 3 digital sensor ports that can be configured as digital input, digital output, or serial
communication and 3 analog sensor ports (A1-A3 can be configured as analog input or
digital input or output.)
• 1 I2C port, 1 USB programming port, and 2 quadrature encoder input ports
• 1 battery connection port
• 1 power on/off switch
• 1 programmable Start push button and 1 Stop/Reset push button
• 3 LED indicators: red, green, and yellow
• Includes USB cable

TETRIX® PULSE™ Component Set

MK44305—$179
A Pitsco Exclusive
This set has everything you need to turn a TETRIX® PRIME
R/C Robotics Set into a TETRIX PRIME Programmable
Robotics Set.
Includes:
• TETRIX PULSE™ Robotics Controller with USB cable
• 2 six-volt DC motors and motor mounts
• Line Finder Sensor, Ultrasonic Sensor, and sensor
mounts
• Sensor connector cables
• Printed programming guide
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov
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TETRIX® MAX
HIGH SCHOOL

Many options are available for outfitting your classroom or makerspace with TETRIX® MAX.
Getting started is a cinch with the remote-controlled package. Building instructions are included for
three unique builds. When students are comfortable building and understand how the robots work, the
sky is the limit. They can create their own bots, add expansion sets, and eventually add PRIZM® – the
programmable controller.

TETRIX® MAX R/C Getting Started Package
MK41944—$4,950

TETRIX MAX

Remote controlled
 Pitsco Exclusive
A
The TETRIX® MAX R/C Getting Started Package offers
classrooms a comprehensive solution including
hardware and curriculum geared toward engineering
remote-controlled robotics.
Includes:
•
•
•
•
•

6 TETRIX MAX R/C Robotics Sets
6 TETRIX MAX Expansion Sets
6 builder’s guides
6 expansion builder’s guides
TETRIX MAX Engineering Mobile Robotics
Curriculum Pack
• Engineering Design Loop Poster Set

TETRIX® MAX
RangerMAX Bot

TETRIX® MAX
MiniMAX Bot

TETRIX® MAX
RotoGrip Bot

Find more TETRIX sets, parts, and ideas online.
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

The choice in
robotics is clear!

MAKERSPACE

MAXimize your makerspace with TETRIX® PRIZM®.
TETRIX PRIZM is perfect for the aspiring coder and
enables high school students to engineer, program, and
design solutions using real-world robotics technology.
The clear polycarbonate shield maximizes educational
value, allowing students to see the inner architecture of the
controller.
A free, downloadable programmer’s guide teaches users the
basics of using Arduino Software (IDE), TETRIX PRIZM, and the
MAX building system to build and program a robot.

TETRIX MAX

TETRIX® PRIZM® Robotics Controller

MK43000—$179
A Pitsco Exclusive
This programmable robotics controller, specifically developed for the TETRIX® MAX
system, enables teachers and students to program their robots using the Arduino
Software (IDE).
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

32 KB flash programmable memory
ATmega328P processor with Arduino Optiboot bootloader installed
4 digital sensor ports (D2 can be used as a serial port) and 3 analog sensor ports
1 I2C port, 1 USB programming port, 1 motor controller expansion port, and 2 quadrature
encoder input ports
2 high-current DC motor control ports
6 standard control servo ports and 2 continuous rotation (CR) servo ports
Battery connection port (additional port used to daisy-chain power to other devices)
Programmable Start button (green) and a non-programmable Stop/Reset button (red)
Comes with USB cable, power switch, and motor cables
Includes quick-start guide with instructions for downloading the Arduino Software (IDE), which
is compatible with Windows, Mac OS X 10.7 or newer, and Linux devices that have a USB port

TETRIX® PRIZM® Component Set

MK43052—$220
A Pitsco Exclusive
This set has everything you need to turn a TETRIX® MAX R/C Robotics Set into a TETRIX
MAX Programmable Robotics Set.
Features:
• TETRIX PRIZM® Robotics Controller with USB cable, power switch, and motor
cables
• Line Finder Sensor, Ultrasonic Sensor, and sensor mounts
• Sensor connector cables
• Printed programming guide
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov
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UBTECH EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

UBTECH Education is a division of UBTECH Robotics,
a global leader in intelligent, humanoid robots for
consumers, business, and industry. We’re passionate
about preparing all learners for the future of work. Our
solutions establish the strong foundation students need
to thrive: a high-quality STEM education integrated
with the development of 21st-century skills and
computational literacy.

UBTECH

UKITs promote deep learning, discussion, and
questioning, and develop in students collaborative,
problem-solving, critical-thinking, and creative skills.
ELEMENTARY

UKIT Beginner

MK45234—$299
Our UKIT Beginner
seamlessly incorporates
STEM instruction into
elementary classrooms.
• Comprehensive
building kit – no
additional pieces
required
• Access to UBTECH
Education’s
proprietary app, which lets
students build, code, and
animate their robotics
projects
Kit includes:
• 360+ pieces
• Sturdy storage bin
• Sorting tray
• 4 servo motors

Download the free
UBTECH EDU app!
•
•
•
•

Rubber wheels
Rechargeable battery
Connecting cables
Quick-start guide

More purchasing options available online!
Pitsco.com/UBTECH
Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

• Advanced 3-D modeling system
supports students through each
build.
• Detailed instructions reduce
the margin for error and saves
precious in-class time.
• Simple icon-based programming
systems like Blockly and our
“Pose Record Play” tool let
students easily program motors
and sensors.
• Flexible functionality lets
classrooms plan and design new
models and unique lessons plans.

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
MIDDLE LEVEL

UKIT Intermediate

UBTECH

MK45235—$399
Designed for middle school classrooms, UKIT Intermediate is designed to
deepen students’ interest in STEM, computer science, and robotics topics.
Students will:
• Run multiple tests and use the results to determine redesigns.
• Combine useful aspects from multiple builds to create new robots.
• Develop and redevelop skills across units.
Kit includes:
• Bluetooth speaker
• 2 DC motors
• 530+ pieces
• Rechargeable battery
• Rubber wheels
• Sturdy storage bin
• Connecting cables
• Infrared sensor
• Sorting tray
• Quick-start guide
• LED lights
• 4 servo motors
HIGH SCHOOL

UKIT Advanced

MK45236—$549
UKIT Advanced offers endless opportunities and challenges for young
engineers, coders, and robotics enthusiasts. Designed to supplement
high school course curricula, this kit provides in-depth instruction on the
mechanics, electronics, and programming behind high-tech, humanlike
robots. The advanced capabilities of the UKIT Advanced configurations
inspire in students the creativity, critical-thinking, and problem-solving
skills they need to be successful in college and beyond.
Kit includes:
• 2 DC motors
• 700+ pieces
• Gray sensor
• Rubber wheels
• Sturdy storage bin
• LED lights
• Infrared sensor
• Sorting tray
• Bluetooth speaker
• Ultrasonic sensor
• Arduino processor
• Rechargeable battery
• Professional-grade controller • Touch sensor
• Connecting cables
• Color sensor
• 16 servo motors
• Quick-start guide

Learn to code
with Yanshee!

Interested in learning more
about our supplemental
curriculum?
Our UKIT curriculum allows teachers to deliver
powerful STEM and CTE-aligned instruction.
Developed by experts who helped write the
NGSS and designed to support UKIT Beginner
and UKIT Intermediate classrooms, the materials
immerse students in hands-on STEM+C learning
by merging modular robotics construction with
engineering, math, and language arts as well as
physical and life sciences.

Learn about our curriculum!
Pitsco.com/UKITcurriculum

HIGH SCHOOL

Yanshee

MK45261—$2,499
Meet Yanshee, a 15-inch, open-source, educational robot that
is the perfect partner for students learning to code. Yanshee
supports multiple languages, including Java, C, C++, Blockly,
Perl, and Python®, and its iOS and Android app offers a gamelike
environment that lets students program the robot to sense its
environment and gather data.
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Screen-free coding as easy as solving a puzzle
•

No screens or software to worry about; it is all hands on

•

Quality storage solution to keep your TagTiles® in place

•

Rechargeable battery

•

Free curriculum to view online or download, including
teacher guides and student task cards

•

Video tutorials and other support

•

Loose parts to supplement your sets available online

KUBO ROBOTICS

4-10
years

FUNCTIONS

ELEMENTARY

From basic
to advanced

ROUT
E

S

Coding teaches students how
to break problems down into
their composite parts and
solve them in a logical way.
KUBO’s activities cover routes,
functions, and loops.

LOOPS

KUBO Coding 4-Pack

MK44811—$1,095
MK44812 KUBO Coding Single Set—$279
A Pitsco Exclusive
The Coding 4-Pack includes:
•
•
•
•

4 robots
4 Coding TagTile® Sets made up of 46 tiles
5 printed activity maps
1 blank master copy map for creating your
own challenges
• 1 multi-charger to charge up to five
robots
• Free lesson plans and Coding License
available at KUBO.education
The Coding 4-Pack is intended to be shared by
eight to 12 students and is perfect for whole-class
activities or rotational center-based learning.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE

Now with
even more
programming
options

KUBO Coding+ TagTiles®

MK45225—$79.99
A Pitsco Exclusive
The Coding+ TagTiles® Set includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 each Wait 2, 5, and 10 Seconds tiles
1 each Go Slow, Go Medium, and Go High Speed tiles
4 Go Backward tiles
2 Make a U-turn tiles
2 each Go Forward 2, 3, and 4 tiles
2 each Turn 90 Degrees Right and Left tiles
1 each Turn 180 Degrees Right and Left tiles
Additional Function tiles
Free lesson plans and Coding License
available at KUBO.education
To use these tiles, you will need the KUBO Coding
Single Set or the KUBO Coding 4-Pack solution.

MORE

FUNCT

IONS
S

OP
E LO
R
O
M

MORE ROUT

ES

KUBO ROBOTICS
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KUBO Coding+ 4-Pack Bundle

MK45227—$1,399
MK45226 KUBO Coding+ Single Bundle—$349
A Pitsco Exclusive
The Coding+ 4-Pack Bundle includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KUBO.education
Getting started
There’s lots of support for
teachers, including video
tutorials and a quick-start guide.

4 KUBO robots
4 Coding TagTile® Sets made up of 46 tiles
4 Coding+ TagTile Sets made up of 36 tiles
5 printed activity maps
1 blank master copy map for creating your own challenges
1 multi-charger to charge up to five robots
Free lesson plans and Coding License available at KUBO.education

The Coding License
KUBO curriculum is fully
illustrated with worksheets to
download, assessment tasks,
and extension ideas. All are
linked to key coding curriculum
targets and other core subjects.

30
ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE LEVEL

Inspire STEAM learning through coding
• MIX Kits offer a progressive
four-level system on coding,
electronics, and product design.
• Drag-and-drop programming
makes coding simple.
• Kits feature magnetic snaptogether components.
• Compatibility with LEGO® products
offers endless design possibilities.

MICRODUINO STEM MIX KITS

• Each kit offers 12 projects and
comes with extensive teaching
material.

Microduino STEM MIX Kit 1

MK45242—$199
The Microduino STEM MIX Kit 1 includes:
• Teacher and student MIX books
• Microduino mCenter+ with rechargeable battery and USB cable
• Microduino mCookie electronic modules
• Microduino sensor assortment
• Building blocks and baseplate
• Storage bin
The STEM MIX Kit 1 serves two to three students and is designed to introduce
elementary and middle school students to the world of electronics and coding in an
enjoyable, easy-to-understand way.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
Microduino STEM MIX Kit 2

MK45243—$229
The Microduino STEM MIX Kit 2 includes:

MICRODUINO STEM MIX KITS

• Teacher and student MIX books
• Microduino mCenter+ with rechargeable battery and USB cable
• Microduino mCookie electronic modules
• Microduino sensor assortment
• Building blocks and baseplate
• Storage bin
The STEM MIX Kit 2 serves two to three students and takes the
knowledge acquired in MIX Kit 1 and kicks it into high gear by letting
students branch out with more sophisticated components and a deeper
understanding of coding and its logic.

Microduino STEM MIX Kit 3

MK45244—$249
The Microduino STEM MIX Kit 3 includes:
• Teacher and student MIX books
• Microduino mCenter+ with rechargeable battery and USB cable
• Microduino mCookie electronic modules
• Microduino sensor assortment
• Building blocks and baseplate
• Storage bin
The STEM MIX Kit 3 serves two to three students and extends the
underlying logic of coding to more advanced controls and behaviors,
such as sequencing multiple actions that work together to achieve
common goals.

Microduino STEM MIX Kit 4

MK45245—$299
The Microduino STEM MIX Kit 4 includes:
• Teacher and student MIX books
• Microduino mCenter+ with rechargeable battery and USB cable
• Microduino mCookie electronic modules
• Microduino sensor assortment
• Building blocks and baseplate
• Storage bin
The STEM MIX Kit 4 serves two to three students and is a student’s
paradise of logic and engineering learning. By the time students reach
this level, they have learned enough to write their own code and create
original projects from conception to completion.

CODING WITH SCRATCH 3.0!
Your students can use Scratch to code their own interactive
Microduino projects, animations, and games. In the process,
they learn to think creatively, reason systematically, and work
collaboratively – essential skills for everyone in today’s society.
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MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Learning with Fable
• Quality components with powerful motors and
accurate sensors
• Cable-free system with wireless programming
and rechargeable batteries
• Strong modular joints that easily click together
• Quick to build and clean up, leaving more time
for teaching and learning

FABLE ROBOT

• Open-ended system that can be extended with
LEGO® elements and 3-D-printed parts

As easy as click, click, code!
Click the Fable modules
together in infinite ways
Code your creation
to sense and move

Laser arm

Robot pet

More
buying
options
available
online!

Fable Hello Class Set

MK45191—$5,499
The Fable Hello Class Set includes:
•
•
•
•
•

10 joint modules with two strong servo motors
10 dongles for wireless programming
10 LEGO® connector modules
10 4XY construction modules
10 connector modules for
3-D-printed parts
• 10 laser pointers
• 10 storage boxes with base
stand
• 5 smartphone holders (for
the Fable Face app)
• 2 desk charging stations
The Fable Hello Class Set is intended
to be shared by 10 to 30 students,
following a ratio of one to three
students per set, making it ideal for
whole-class implementations.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Catapult

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
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Fable 3-D Printed Extras Set

MK45192—$160
The Fable 3-D Printed Extras Set includes:

FABLE ACCESSORIES

• Spoon module
• Fork module
• Maze module
• Ping-Pong ball stand module
Each 3-D Printed Extras Set is intended for use with one Fable to
create robots that pick and place, solve mazes, and even feed one
another.

Fable Joint Module

MK45220—$425
• Provides movement to Fable robots
• Contains two high-quality,
programmable servo motors
• Controlled wirelessly through the
Fable dongle
• Rechargeable module with a
lifespan of approximately three
hours of continuous use

Fable 4XY Construction Module Fable 3-D Adapter Module
MK45193—$50
• Features four magnetic couplings
• Enables quick and creative
configuration of Fable robots
• Does not contain programmable
components

MK45195—$7
• Connects custom 3-D printed parts
to the Fable robot

Programming Fable
The
Fable app
Create interactive,
social robots using
the Fable Face app.

The Fable software
From Blockly to Python®, the Fable software enables students to
code using both visual and text-based languages. The interface also
includes data processing for creating graphs and logging data.
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MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

ARDUINO EDUCATION

INSPIRING,
TEACHING,
& EMPOWERING

Arduino Starter Kit Classroom Pack
MK45207—$479.99
The Arduino Starter Kit Classroom Pack includes:

• 6 Arduino UNO Boards
• Components and parts for 15 projects
• 6 project books
• 30-day free trial of the Arduino Create Chrome App for Education
The Arduino Starter Classroom Pack serves up to 12 students and is designed to give
middle school students a project-based introduction to programming and electronics.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
MIDDLE LEVEL
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HIGH SCHOOL

Arduino Education Science Kit Physics Lab

MK45309—$199.99
The Arduino Education Science Kit Physics Lab was developed in
partnership with Google and includes:
• 1 Arduino MKR WiFi 1010 board
• Components and parts for nine science projects
• Compatibility with Google Science Journal available on Android
• Access code to exclusive online course content and teachers’ guidance notes
The Arduino Education Science Kit Physics Lab serves up to two students and provides middle schoolers
with a hands-on experience, enabling them to explore forces, motion, and conductivity with their
classmates.
MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Arduino Education CTC Go!

ARDUINO EDUCATION

MK45310—$1,699
CTC Go!, a modular STEAM program to teach Creative Technologies in the Classroom, includes:
•
•
•
•
•

8 Arduino UNO WiFi boards
8 education shields
8 component boxes
Components and parts for 20 project-based lessons
Access to the Arduino online training webinars, videos, and support portal for up to three
teachers
The CTC Go! Kit serves up to 24 students and is designed to teach middle and high schoolers the
foundations of basic coding, wireless technology, power systems, inputs and outputs, and IOT.

MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Arduino Creative Technologies in the Classroom 101
MK45205—$2,100
Creative Technologies in the Classroom (CTC) 101 includes:

• 6 Arduino 101 Boards
• Components and parts for 26 projects
• Access to the Arduino online support and e-learning portal, rich with student
and teacher-training content
• Full access to the Arduino educator community
The CTC 101 Kit serves up to 30 students and is designed to teach middle school
students the foundations of programming and basic coding, robotics, power
systems, and inputs and outputs.

HIGH SCHOOL

Arduino Engineering Kit

MK45206—$299
The Arduino Engineering Kit includes:
• 1 Arduino MKR1000 Board
• Components and parts for three advanced
projects
• Access to the Arduino e-learning student portal
• One-year license for MATLAB and Simulink
The Arduino Engineering Kit serves one student and
is designed to teach university students fundamental
engineering concepts, key aspects of mechatronics, and
MATLAB and Simulink programming.
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Maker ROK Robotics

MK44477—$189.99
Meet the Rokenbok Maker ROK-Bot. It is
a versatile, mobile building platform that makes building
robots and mechanical systems easy, fun, and educational.
The Maker ROK-Bot is fully compatible with every element
in the Rokenbok engineering system. That means there are
thousands of different robots waiting for kids to design and
build. The Maker ROK Robotics Set includes step-by-step
plans to create five different construction vehicles and is
controlled by the included ROK Star Controller.

ROKENBOK ROBOTICS

You can build the following:
• Front-End Loader
• Gripper
• Dump Truck
• Dozer
• Forklift
These robots interact with all your existing Rokenbok machines and are compatible
with Rokenbok buildings and roadways. Completing these builds will give young minds
insight into the mechanics of robotics, teaching them about design and engineering
while they have fun with motors, mechanisms, and linkages. After building different
designs, young makers will have the experience to create whatever they can imagine.

Maker ROK Blocks

MK44478—$59.99
Maker ROK Blocks are perfect for kids that enjoy building and
tinkering. Use the ROK Blocks to build a semitruck, jumbo jet,
helicopter, happy and sad robot, pyramid, castle wall and battering
ram, or your own design. Kids learn to expand their imagination and
engineering skills through three-dimensional construction and gain
the experience of bringing their own ideas to life.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Maker ROK Gadgets

MK44476—$39.99
Maker ROK Gadgets will challenge kids to think about the way simple
machines function through three hands-on builds: the ROK-A-Pult,
ROK Racer, or ROK Grabber. Hands-on play is a great way to foster
learning and give children a deeper understanding of the world
around them. Kids can learn critical thinking, angles and measuring,
and potential energy while promoting cognitive development and
honing fine motor skills.

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
INTRODUCE YOUR
STUDENTS TO CODING.

FINCH ROBOT AND MAKEY MAKEY

Finch Robot

MK41541—$103
Developed at Carnegie Mellon for use in education, the Finch Robot will capture the
attention of your computer scientists, robot enthusiasts, and everyday learners. Designed
to enable students to learn coding through robotics, the Finch Robot features the following:
• Light, temperature, and obstacle sensors
• Accelerometers
• Motors
• Buzzer
• Full-color beak LED
• Pen mount for drawing capability
The Finch Robot engages students at a young age as they experience hands on what computer
science has to offer, including interactive programming. From reacting to stimuli to speaking, drawing,
and beyond, the Finch carries out your students’ instructions as they witness the fruit of their efforts.
Finch Robot comes pre-built and ready for programming. Can be used on multiple platforms and with
20 different programming languages (see list and grade-level suggestions at Finchrobot.com/softwareoverview). Coding with the Finch will provide a solid foundation in computer programming and facilitate
further learning experiences (including more complex programming) involving TETRIX® PRIME and MAX.
Many of the same programming languages available for Finch can also be used with Arduino-controlled
TETRIX robots.
Connects to USB port.

Makey Makey Classic

MK43073—$58.95
Make STEM education fun! Makey Makey
enables you to make a controller out of
almost anything. Start out easy with a
banana piano. First setup takes seconds.
Then, make game controllers, musical
instruments, and inventions. Advance to
female headers and multi-key remapping
up to 18 keys.
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3-D PRINTING

Looking for ways to integrate 3-D printing
into your classroom or makerspace?
We’ve got options.

Note: Afinia printers can be purchased
only in a curriculum package.

Afinia H400 Printer

SPECIFICATIONS

H400

Build volume:

4.7" W x 4.7" H x 4.7" D (120 x 120 x 120 mm)

3-D PRINTING

Weight:

17.36 lb (8 kg)

Dimensions:

10" W x 14.4" H x 11.3" D (255 x 365 x 385 mm)

Chassis:

Metal frame with plastic case, enclosed

Print head:

Single, with quick-change mechanism

Printing technology:

Melted Extrusion Modeling (MEM)

Consumables:

1.75 mm ABS or PLA filament

Power supply:

100-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz, 90 W

Operating systems:

Windows (XP/Vista/7/8/10) 32/64 bit and Mac OS X 10.10/iOS

Compatible formats:

STL, UP3

CURRICULUM Already have a 3-D printer? No problem! Our curriculum is designed to work with ANY 3-D printer.
3-D Printing: Vehicle
Engineering Curriculum

MK41456—$405
A Pitsco Exclusive
This curriculum is designed for three weeks
of class time, and students begin by learning
engineering and rapid prototype processes
and seeing how the 3-D printer operates.
Then, they work in teams to design their
own battery-operated cars, using the 3-D printer to make parts to
construct their vehicles. Finally, they see the results of their work on
race day.
Includes a DVD, teacher’s guide, five Competition catalogs, and
drill assemblies for cleaning axle holes. Requires 3-D printer (not
included) and 3-D Printing: Vehicle Engineering Notebooks (sold
separately).

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

3 -D Printing: Design
Solutions Curriculum

MK41472—$405
A Pitsco Exclusive
Design Solutions includes three weeks of
activities to illustrate how an engineer uses
3-D printing to prototype new designs. In
that time, students learn about copyrights,
patents, and trademark protection and how
to use basic modeling software. Teams of two are then challenged to
create solutions to three problems. These design solutions are then
printed using 3-D printers. Students present their solutions to the class
for review. 3-D Printing: Design Solutions Curriculum includes a DVD
and teacher’s guide. Requires 3-D printer (not included) and 3-D
Printing: Design Solutions Logbooks (sold separately).

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
CURRICULUM PACKAGES
Vehicle Engineering
Pitsco’s 3-D Printing: Vehicle Engineering Packages enable students to create prototype components
and other parts, which is rapidly becoming a normal part of the engineering process.

3 -D Printing: Vehicle Engineering
Package – Afinia H400

MK43871—$2,900
A Pitsco Exclusive
Pitsco’s 3-D Printing: Vehicle Engineering Package
enables students to create prototype components
and other parts, which is rapidly becoming a normal
part of the engineering process.
This package includes the following:

3-D PRINTING

•
•
•
•

3-D printer, Afinia H400 model
3-D software for PC and Mac
3-D Printing: Vehicle Engineering Curriculum
Handling tools (gloves, clippers, platform
insert, tool set)
• ABS filament
• Competition catalog (5)
• 3-D Printing: Vehicle Engineering Class Pack
(axles, wheels, motors, and so on)
• 3-D Printing: Vehicle Engineering Notebooks
(250)
No assembly is needed for the printer, but it does
require the use of a wall outlet and a computer.
System Requirements: PC – Windows XP/
Vista/7/8/10; Mac OS X.
Professional development options available.

3-D Printing: Vehicle
Engineering Class Pack

MK41457—$1,350
MK41989 (no logbooks)—$1,086
A Pitsco Exclusive
Supply your classroom with car kits to use with
your 3-D printer. This package provides all the
parts needed to create 50 battery-operated
cars; however, some parts can be made with
the 3-D printer if desired. Includes wheels, axles,
chassis, battery holders, batteries, motors, and
other necessary components and hardware. Also
includes 250 3-D Printing: Vehicle Engineering
Notebooks for student use. Requires 3-D
printer (not included) and curriculum (sold
separately).
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3-D Printing: Vehicle
Engineering Notebook

MK41470 (pkg of 125)—$150
A Pitsco Exclusive
This notebook helps students record all
their design work in one place. By using
this notebook, students learn about the
design process and complete tasks that
lead them closer to the final design of
a competition-ready, battery-operated
car. The 3-D Printing: Vehicle Engineering
Notebook is used with the 3-D Printing:
Vehicle Engineering Curriculum. Paperback/
stapled, 21.

3 -D Printing: Design
Solutions Logbook

MK41471 (pkg of 125)—$150
A Pitsco Exclusive
Resupply your class with logbooks for the
3-D Printing: Design Solutions Curriculum.

3-D PRINTING CONSUMABLES

3-D Printing: Vehicle
Engineering Competition
Catalog

MK41469—$2.15
A Pitsco Exclusive
For any good competition, rules are
a must. This catalog lays out the rules
and materials available for constructing
a vehicle from the 3-D Printing: Vehicle
Engineering Curriculum. Paperback/
spiral-bound, 26 pages.

Premium PLA Filament

MK43981—$129
Afinia Premium PLA Filament has been
designed specifically for the H-Series 3-D
printer, with the most important feature
being the 200°-210°C extrusion temperature.
Some of the advantages include:
• No preheating of the platform
required. The H-Series platform quickly
heats to a low 50°C, which is the
platform temperature for printing PLA.
• Reduced warping, lifting, or curling of models. Afinia’s
Premium PLA Filament has a reduced thermal expansion
coefficient from ABS, which means the PLA layers are less
likely to shrink after printing.
• Less odor. Compared to ABS, Afinia’s PLA has reduced odor
and a pleasant, sweet smell like pancakes.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

3-D Printing: Design Solutions Consumables Kit

MK41461—$410
A Pitsco Exclusive
Resupply your classroom with 3-D Printing: Design Solutions Logbooks
and premium filament. Includes four rolls each of red and blue
filament and 125 logbooks, enough for five sections of 25 students.
Requires 3-D printers, not included.

Premium ABS Filament
MK42474 Blue—$71.75
MK42475 Red—$71.75
Afinia Premium ABS Filament
is designed to the extruding
specification of the H-Series
3-D printer. The supports and
raft break easily away from your
model, leaving a fine finish
while keeping high-dimensional
tolerances. This filament works
with the H-Series and other
legacy Afinia printers. Includes
two 500 g rolls.

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE

TOOLS, MATERIALS,
AND EQUIPMENT
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Makerspace teachers will need a variety of items (glue,
paint, craft sticks, rubber bands, and so on). The Maker
Space Materials Package enables teachers to have those
often-needed items to provide success for students in
the process of making almost anything.

ELEMENTARY

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Elementary Maker
Space Tools Package

MK43168—$1,595
A Pitsco Exclusive
Pitsco Maker Space Projects come with all
the materials you’ll need to build new and
exciting creations, but sometimes additional
tools are required. With the Elementary
Maker Space Tools Package, you’ll have all
the tools you’ll need to complete any of the
Elementary Maker Projects. The package
includes safety glasses, screwdriver sets, coolmelt glue guns, glue slugs, drill bit sets, 6' tape
measures, hammers, and more. Professional
development options available.

Pitsco Education is proud to provide solutions for your makerspace, and while our Maker Projects are categorized by school level,
(elementary, middle level, high school), we understand the needs and abilities of every student are different. Please exercise
teacher discretion when selecting activities for your classroom and understand that adult supervision might be required for
activities and tool usage.

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Maker Space Materials Package
MK41760—$2,045
A Pitsco Exclusive
Need additional materials for your
makerspace? Look no further than the Maker
Space Materials Package. This package
includes a variety of resistors, motors, dowel
rods, valves, decals, and all the other little
things that might have been missed but will
be appreciated when the making starts. The
photo is a representation of the package
and does not show all items included in the
materials package. Professional development
options available.

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Pitsco Education is proud to provide solutions for your makerspace, and while our Maker Projects are categorized by school level,
(elementary, middle level, high school), we understand the needs and abilities of every student are different. Please exercise
teacher discretion when selecting activities for your classroom and understand that adult supervision might be required for
activities and tool usage.
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MIDDLE LEVEL

HIGH SCHOOL

Middle-High Maker
Space Tools Package

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

MK41761—$9,295
A Pitsco Exclusive
Need some tools to get your makerspace
functioning? How about almost any tool
you can imagine? From scissors to a band
saw, this package holds almost every
tool your students might use to keep the
making going. Photo is a representation
of the package and does not show all
items in the tools package. Professional
development options available.

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Order: 800-835-0686

Pitsco Education is proud to provide solutions for your makerspace, and while our Maker Projects are categorized by school level,
(elementary, middle level, high school), we understand the needs and abilities of every student are different. Please exercise
teacher discretion when selecting activities for your classroom and understand that adult supervision might be required for
activities and tool usage.

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com
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Lil’ Termite Sander

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

MK30574—$61.50
A Pitsco Exclusive
The Lil’ Termite Sander creates more precise angles and tighter joints for wood
structures – as well as deburrs axles for dragsters. Either make angles freehand or
use the etched miter angles on the sanding table. Dimensions are 5" x 3" x 2-1/4"
with a round sanding surface 1-1/2" in diameter. Includes five sanding discs and a
sanding disc cleaner. Uses 110-120 VAC wall outlet.

Easy Cutter
Ultimate Tool

MK58813—$26.50
Looking for the ultimate
tool when cutting wood for your tower-,
bridge-, or model-building project? The Easy
Cutter Ultimate features a self-indexing,
movable fence with seven popular angles
from 45° to 135°. Students simply select an
angle and click the fence into position. The
tool cuts strips of wood up to 1/2" thick
in just seconds, eliminating the need for
protractors and squares.

Easy Cutter

MK57214—$22.95
The Easy Cutter precisely
cuts strips of wood and
dowels up to 1/2" thick. It
features a high-carbon steel blade that is
double ground and heat treated to stay
sharp longer. The die-cast aluminum angle
plate includes English and metric markings.
Just place the wood against the guard and
line it up with the angle mark. Squeeze the
comfortable textured grips, and presto – a
perfectly angled cut every time.

Mini Easy Cutter

MK58011—$18.50
The Mini Easy Cutter is constructed
of the same high-quality materials
as the Easy Cutter but is not as large, so
it is easier for small hands to use. It cuts
materials up to 1/4" thick and includes a
built-in protractor with 45-, 60-, 90-, and
120-degree angles.

Miter Box Set
Chopper III

MK51744—$37
This effective cutting device makes clean,
accurate cuts of balsa wood strips and other
light materials. The angle guides allow
precise 30-, 45-, 60-, and 90-degree cuts.
The Chopper III measures 7-1/2" x 18" and
includes four extra cutting blades.

Easy Miter Box Deluxe

MK31434—$13.25
Achieve accuracy with ease – this injectionmolded miter box has three handy cam
clamps to secure the material as you cut. The
saw has 32 teeth and a thin 0.010" blade to
deliver fine cuts. Features five possible miter
angles: 22.5, 30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees. Cuts
material up to 1/2" thick and 2" wide.

MK58896—$15.25
10 or more—$14.75 each
Cut small scale-model two-by-fours or other
scale parts accurately. Make hairline cuts
without chipping, splitting, or leaving burred
surfaces. Set contains aluminum miter box,
No. 236 razor saw blade, and No. 5 handle.

Replacement Saw Blade
MK58897—$4.15
10 or more—$3.95 each
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FEATURES
• 1/8" ruler marks are etched into the base.
• Sure-cut groove under the blade ensures
complete cuts every time.

Balsa Wood MegaPack

MK12739—$70
For teachers who regularly incorporate tower- and bridge-building
activities into their curriculum, this Balsa Wood MegaPack is a great
buy. Get 500 pieces of balsa wood, each measuring 1/8" x 1/8" x 24".

Timber Cutter

MK18818—$21.25
10 or more—$19.25 each
A Pitsco Exclusive
The Timber Cutter is a helpful tool for cutting 1/8" wooden sticks.
Recommended for bridge and tower building as well as other model
projects. A single-edged razor blade provides a clean, accurate cut.
The cutter includes 1/8" miter marks that are molded into the base to
use as a reference when making angle cuts. The sure-cut groove under
the blade ensures complete cuts every time. Five extra blades are
included. Additional replacement blades sold separately.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Basswood MegaPack

MK40342—$71
Get the whole class involved! Basswood bundled in a 500-piece
package is perfect for building bridges, towers, and other model
construction projects.

Lumberjack
Cutter
Balsa Wood Economy Bag

MK57442—$9.75
Save big with this handy bag containing 72 cubic inches of randomly
shaped and sized balsa wood pieces.
WARNING: Drilling, sawing, sanding, or machining wood products can expose you
to wood dust, a substance known to the state of California to cause cancer. Avoid
inhaling wood dust or use a dust mask or other safeguards for personal protection. For
more information, go to P65Warnings.ca.gov/wood.

MK36595—$48
A Pitsco Exclusive
If you are using larger
balsa wood but want the
safety and precision of a
cutter, the Lumberjack is the perfect choice. Starting with a solid
8" x 14" base of MDF, the Lumberjack features a 12" built-in ruler
and angles marked at 10-degree increments from 0 to 90 degrees.
Cuts balsa wood up to 1/8" thick and 3/4" wide.

Replacement Blades

MK18819 pkg of 5—$1.65

10 pkgs or more—$1.50 each
Replacement blades for the Pitsco Timber Cutter and the Lumberjack.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help
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Jumbo Craft Sticks

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

MK53725 (pkg of 75)—$3.85
6" x 3/4" x 1/16" craft sticks. Use to create
many different items.

Cable Ties

MK58335—$15.85
Tube of 500 colorful cable ties for a variety of
projects at school, at home, at work, or in the
yard. Ties come in a variety of lengths from
4" to 8" and include a screw-on lid for secure
storage.

Nail Setter
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Regular Craft Sticks

Skill Sticks

X300 Safety Glasses

Elementary-Size Safety Glasses

MK50454 (pkg of 1,000)—$4.75
10 pkgs or more—$4.45 each
These finest-quality craft sticks are great for
all kinds of building projects! Sticks are 4-1/2"
long, 3/8" wide, and 1/16" thick.

MK34190—$2.15
These lightweight, anti-scratch glasses
offer a sleek design while providing impact
strength, optical clarity, and 99.9% UV
protection. Meets ANSI Z87.1-2003 and ANSI
+ High Impact Standards.

MK34688—$9.75
Quickly and permanently install small nails into model structures
made of wood with this handy tool. It features a sturdy wooden
handle with adjustable spring-loaded shaft and a magnetized post
to securely hold nails.

MK59506 (pkg of 150)—$10.75
Skill Sticks are notched craft sticks used
to produce many fun projects. They are all
alike but can be snapped into six various
combinations. No cutting is required. The
sticks are 4-1/2" long x 3/8" wide.

MK38809—$8.65
These glasses are properly sized for children
to protect their eyes while the anti-scratch
lenses can be used for years. These safety
glasses meet the ANSI Z87.1 safety standard.

Long-Nose Pliers
MK53707—$8.50

Tempered alloy steel for electronics. Side cutting feature cuts most
types of wire. Vinyl grips.
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Hobby Knife with 5 Replacement Blades

MK58905—$3.35
Round aluminum knife with five light-duty replacement blades.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Dremel Two-Speed
Cordless Rotary Tool

MK52865—$72
Perform intricate cutting, sanding, and
polishing tasks in hard-to-reach places
with this super-handy tool. Two speeds:
6,500 and 14,000 rpm. Package includes
rotary tool, battery pack, three-hour
battery charger, high-speed cutter, drill
bit, wire brush, drum sander, and sander
band.

Dremel Multi Rotary Tool

MK57359 (6' cord length)—$80
Multiuse, single-speed, high-speed rotary tool for all your precision
cutting, sanding, polishing, grinding, sharpening, and drilling needs!
Includes mandrel, coarse 1/2" sanding drum, dressing stone, emery
wheel, 120-grit sanding band, and aluminum oxide and silicon carbide
grinding stones.

Rotary Tool Accessory Set

MK35787—$47.75
Get ready to put your Dremel or other rotary tool to the test with
this 180-piece set. Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dressing stone
2 fiberglass-reinforced cut-off wheels (1-1/2")
1 fiberglass-reinforced cut-off wheel for plastic (1/2")
EZ Lock Mandrel
2 aluminum oxide grinding stones
Silicon carbide grinding stone
5 felt polishing wheels (1/4")
5 felt polishing wheels (1")
Polishing compound
Carbon steel brush
Sanding band and mandrel, 60-grit (1/2")
15 sanding bands, 60-grit (1/2")
25 sanding discs, 180-grit (3/4")
25 sanding discs, 220-grit (3/4")
25 sanding discs, 240-grit (3/4")
Sanding band and mandrel, 60-grit (1/4")
15 sanding bands, 60-grit (1/4")
15 sanding bands, 120-grit (1/2")
15 sanding bands, 120-grit (1/4")
High-speed cutter
Mandrel
Screw mandrel
Wrench
Other various accessories

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help
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Oval Glue Slugs

MK52061 (pkg of 30)—$5.95
10 pkgs or more—$5.65 each

Cool-Melt Glue Gun

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

MK52064—$19
The low temperature of this glue gun (about 140°F) is ideal for bottle
rocket and general craft construction. Uses low-temp glue for plastic
bottles. Will not melt plastic material. Oval glue slugs sold separately.

Glue Gun Stand

MK44315—$5.95
Safely place your glue gun to the side during projects with the Glue
Gun Stand. The stand has a circular base for stability, a place to catch
glue drips, and an arm to keep the glue gun propped up. Note: Glue
gun sold separately.

HD Bond II

Hot Glue Finger Caps

MK44314—$12.95
Protect your fingertips when using hot glue with these Hot Glue
Finger Caps. Heat resistant up to 600 degrees. Comes with three
finger caps.

Structures Glue

MK51745 (2 oz, pink)—$2.50
MK51747 (16 oz, pink)—$6.50
MK51751 (2 oz, green)—$2.50
MK51749 (16 oz, green)—$6.50
MK51746 (2 oz, blue)—$2.50
MK51748 (16 oz, blue)—$6.50
10 or more of 2 oz (one color)—$2.30 each
10 or more of 16 oz (one color)—$6.05 each
A Pitsco Exclusive
You’ve seen it at regional, state, and national competitions!
Pink, green, and blue glues are a hit with teachers
and students alike. Specially formulated for studentengineered wooden structures, the color makes it quick
and easy to locate and judge glue joints. Available in two
or 16 ounces.

MK34502 (2 oz)—$2.75
MK34503 (16 oz)—$11.65
A Pitsco Exclusive
This superior tacky glue has excellent
properties for bridge and tower building
and many other applications. It dries quickly
for a strong, flexible bond. It is nontoxic and
nonpenetrating and dries clear.

Download the free Pitsco adhesive
chart at Pitsco.com/adhesives.
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A.

SAFE-T Drawing and Measuring Instruments

A. MK56093 SAFE-T Ruler 12"—$.85
B. MK56085 4-Piece Geometry Set—$5.45
C. MK56092 SAFE-T Ruler—$.95
Ideal for classroom use! These pliable, translucent instruments are
ultrasafe; they have no sharp points and are shatter resistant.

B.

They feature both English and metric units, so they’re ideal for use in
math, art, science, vocational, and early learning.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

C.

SAFE-T Tape Measure

Tape Measure – Economy

Super-Sharp Scissors

Long-Reach Hand Punch

Heavy-Duty Hand Punch

Lefty/Righty Scissors

MK56087—$1.15
Fiberglass tape measure is 60" long and 0.63"
wide. Calibrated in black on yellow with
inches on one side and metric units on the
other side.

MK38560—$71.75
Featuring a 6" reach, this gadget has a
sliding function selector to choose from
eyelet setting, 1/8" hole punch, and 3/16"
hole punch. It can be used for a variety of
materials including paper, plastic, chipboard,
thin tin, fabric, and leather.

Order: 800-835-0686

MK50394 (6' x 1/2")—$7.50
10 or more—$6.80 each
Lightweight, low-price, shop-use tapes for
your students. Feet and inches to 1/16" top
edge. 16" center stud markings.

MK38842—$61.50
With its strong and durable construction,
you can easily punch 1/8" and 3/16" holes
through leather, plastic, wood, chipboard, and
more. The punch features a sliding measuring
guide for precisely placed holes, and the softgrip handle makes it easy to use.

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

MK80298—$4.55
Very sharp and long-lasting stainless-steel
blades with plastic hand grips for cutting
paper and cloth.

MK12518 (5" long)—$5.45
These 5" scissors have a soft-grip handle
perfect for both left- and right-handed
students. The scissors are great for ages four
and up.

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help
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Assembly
Is a Snap

EZ Track Raceway

MK44618—$399
MK44605 EZ Track Sections (10 m)—$225
A Pitsco Exclusive
Quickly set up and race in the classroom with the EZ Track Raceway. The track
comes with 20 one-meter high-strength PVC sections that easily slide together
with joints that slightly elevate the track off the ground. Use the 20 sections to
create a dual-lane setup or one long lane to race down. Race dragsters, mousetrap
vehicles, bottle racers, solar cars, and more. When the racing is finished, the track
quickly disassembles and can be stacked for storage.

EQUIPMENT

Compatible with the following systems:
•
•
•
•
•

EZ Start Raceway
Impulse G3 Race System
Dual Lane Race Timer
AP (Air-Powered) Dragster Launcher
AP (Air-Powered) Bottle Racer Launcher

Dual Lane
Race Timer

EZ Start
Raceway

Double lane
10 m track
shown

Impulse G3

AP Bottle Racer Launcher
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Motor 385

MOTORS AND WHEELS

MK50076—$4.95 each
10 or more—$4.50 each
A heavy-duty motor/generator
with carbon brushes. It is an
excellent choice for robotics
design, model racing cars, R/C
vehicles, or any other hightorque, low-power consumption
applications. 6-24 VDC, 1,300 mA.
No-load speed 14,300 rpm, stall
torque 7.71 oz-in.

GT-FX Wheels

MK36686 (pkg of 2)—$1.10
MK36685 (pkg of 100)—$11.65
A Pitsco Exclusive
Designed with style in mind,
the GT-FX Wheels are not only
cool, but can also be used as the
front wheels on any car design.
Especially good for shell dragsters
as the axle hole goes all the way
through the wheel. Injection
molded.

Motor 500

MK50075—$2.15 each
10 or more—$1.95 each
Use this motor/generator with
our Pitsco plastic gears. Smoothrunning motor with very low
starting friction. Operating
range: 1.5-6 VDC, 150 mA. Shaft
diameter: 2 mm. Operating
range of 1.5 to 6 volts. Note:
This is the motor used in Pitsco’s
Wind Gen Kit.

GT-RX Wheels

MK36687 (pkg of 100)—$11.65
A Pitsco Exclusive
Designed with style in mind,
the GT-RX Wheels are not only
cool, but can also be used as the
rear wheels on any car design.
Especially good for shell dragsters
as the axle hole goes all the way
through the wheel. Injection
molded.

Motor 280

MK54428—$1.95 each
10 or more—$1.80 each
A great little motor/generator
for small electric vehicles or solar
racers. This is the motor specified
by the Junior Solar Sprint
competition! Operating voltage:
1.5-3 VDC at 330 mA.

Lx Wheels

MK30845 (pkg of 2)—$1.10
MK30846 (pkg of 100)—$9.75
A Pitsco Exclusive
The Lx (front) Wheel takes on a
more realistic, modern design
while offering the speed of the
GT series, Nitro, and C Wheels.
One-piece construction provides
durability.

Designer-Nitro

Nitro Wheels

MK21874 (pkg of 100)—$37

Order: 800-835-0686

N itro Tire with Black
Raised Letters
(No Center Hub)

Px Wheels

MK30847 (pkg of 2)—$1.10
MK30848 (pkg of 100)—$11.65
A Pitsco Exclusive
The Px (rear) Wheel embraces a
more realistic, modern design
while keeping all the speed
of the GT series, Nitro, and C
Wheels. One-piece construction
provides durability.

Designer-Super C

A Pitsco Exclusive
Students simply paint the hubs to match or complement their
dragsters’ color. Tires and hubs are shipped unassembled. The hubs are
white polystyrene. The Super C tires are snap-on rubber rings.

Designer-Nitro Wheels Designer-Super C
MK13338 (pkg of 100 wheels
Wheels
with hubs)—$25.50

MK21873 (pkg of 100)—$15.95

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

MK29122 (pkg of 5)—$13.25
These handy clips can be used to
mount the 12 cc syringe or the
Motor 280. Feature self-adhesive
backs.

Designer Wheels

A Pitsco Exclusive
Our most popular wheels are available with black or white raised
letters. The Nitro wheels with black raised letters are shipped
unassembled.

N itro Tire with White
Raised Letters
(No Center Hub)

1 2 CC Syringe/Motor
280 Mounting Clips

Order Online: Pitsco.com

MK27167 (pkg of 100 wheels
with hubs)—$23.95

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help
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Steel Axles

PROJECT KITS AND MATERIALS

MK53728 (1-3/4" long, pkg of 100)—$4.40
10 pkgs or more—$4 each
MK53341 (2-1/2" long, pkg of 100)—$7.05
10 pkgs or more—$6.40 each
MK28082 (70 mm [2-3/4"], pkg of 100)—$12.65
MK30712 (5-1/2" long, pkg of 10)—$2.25
A Pitsco Exclusive
Use the strength of steel to mount your dragster’s wheels!

DazzLinks Cardboard Inventors Kit

MK44359—$24.99
DazzLinks is an open-ended building kit designed to inspire creative
mechanical projects. The Cardboard Inventors Kit consists of an
assortment of cardboard pieces – a total of 46 DazzLinks. The set also
includes a handful of brads/fasteners and instruction sheets on how
to begin using DazzLinks.

DazzLinks
Plastic
Inventors Kit

MK44360—$30.99
DazzLinks is an
open-ended building
kit designed to
inspire creative mechanical projects. The Plastic Inventors Kit consists
of an assortment of plastic pieces – a total of 46 DazzLinks. The set
also includes a handful of brads/fasteners and instruction sheets on
how to begin using DazzLinks.

Gear and Motor Class Pack

MK31729—$156.65
A Pitsco Exclusive
This pack makes it easy to keep your science lab closet stocked. Pack
includes 25 each of the Motor 280 and Pitsco’s gear font. Perfect for
all those solar cars, wind generators, and other small science projects
your students create!

DazzLinks
Cardboard
Classroom Set

MK44361—$124.99
DazzLinks is an open-ended building kit designed to inspire creative
mechanical projects. The Cardboard Classroom Set consists of an
assortment of 230 cardboard pieces for 20 students. The set also
includes a handful of brads/fasteners and instruction sheets on how
to begin using DazzLinks. Create creatures, windmills, vehicles, or
whatever your mind can come up with.

DazzLinks Plastic
Classroom Set

MK44362—$159.99
DazzLinks is an openended building kit
designed to inspire
creative mechanical
projects. The Plastic Classroom Set consists of an assortment of
230 plastic pieces for 20 students. The set also includes a handful
of brads/fasteners and instruction sheets on how to begin using
DazzLinks. Create creatures, windmills, vehicles, or whatever your
mind can come up with.
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Plastic Straws
Hook-and-Loop Fastener

MK51974—$27.50
• Includes a 10-foot strip of material
that is 3/4" wide
• Helps hold wires and robot
accessories in place

MK33890—$13.75
For use as axle bushings. 1/8" diameter,
5-3/4" length.

Mousetrap Vehicle Card Wheels
MK55035 (pkg of 1,008)—$190.65
These wheels are great for various vehicles,
including mousetrap cars and paper cars.
Made of sturdy card-stock material, they
feature low rolling resistance. Pack includes
1,008 wheels, 504 each of 1-1/2" and 2-1/2"
diameters. Inside diameter is 3/16".

Electric Paint Pen
ACCESSORIES

MK39925—$14.85

Making circuits and attaching small electrical
components has never been easier – just
paint them on! This handy electric paint
is electrically conductive and can be used
as both a liquid wire and a conductive
adhesive. Nontoxic and solvent free, electric
paint is great for helping students learn
about circuitry and for prototyping. It
works with electrical components, PCBs,
microcontrollers (Arduino, Raspberry Pi,
Makey Makey, LilyPad, FLORA), conductive
thread, and more!

LED Lamps

MK52691 Yellow (pkg of 10)—$4.50
MK52689 Green (pkg of 10)—$5.50
MK59494 Red (pkg of 10)—$4.50
1-1/2 volts, 25 mA, T1-3/4 size.

Test Leads

MK56197 (pkg of 10)—$8.95
Use these handy test leads for a variety of
projects. Alligator clip ends ensure positive
connections. 14" long, five assorted colors.

Battery Holders

MK56262 One AA Battery Holder—$1.65
10 or more—$1.50 each
MK59609 Two AA Battery Holder—$1.35
10 or more—$1.25 each
MK56263 Three AA Battery Holder—$3
10 or more—$2.75 each
MK32969 Two AA Battery Holder with Cover and Switch—$3.85
Use these battery holders for a variety of projects.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Solar Panels

MK56852 Solar Mini Panel (2-5/8" x 3-3/4")—$6.45
MK59043 Solar Mini Panel (1-3/4" x 3")—$4.35
Connect these solar panels to motors to make solar-powered
vehicles and other projects. These solar cells are enclosed in plastic
cases, so they are durable in your classroom.

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help
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Acrylic Paint

MK53375 (pkg of 16)—$20
10 pkgs or more—$18.55 each
This water-soluble, opaque acrylic paint brushes easily and
covers rapidly. It cleans up easily with water but is permanent
when dry. Its convenient thinning and fast-drying characteristics
make it particularly desirable for wood, metal, paper, or canvas.
Contains sixteen 2-ounce bottles. Colors: White, Light Pink, Bright
Red, Orange, Bright Yellow, Dark Yellow, Mint Green, Grass Green,
Ocean Breeze, Pale Blue, Turquoise, Bright Blue, Purple, Brown,
Grey, and Black.

Paintbrush Assortment
MK53469—$17.95
10 pkgs or more—$16.75 each
144 craft brushes, sizes 1-6.

ACCESSORIES

WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Binder Clips

MK36177 (3/4") (pkg of 12)—$1.95
MK52803 (1-1/4") (pkg of 12)—$3.25
Metal binder clips that can be used as clamps for small projects.

20 oz Plastic Bottle 30-Pack
MK44822—$30
3 or more—$28.50 each
Use this bottle for your rocket’s body.

Plastic Spools
Film Canisters

MK38577—$17.95
With 25 canisters, the whole class can get started building filmcanister rockets.

MK57738 (pkg of 10)—$5.50
Imaginative kids will find all kinds of uses for these handy spools
that are just the ticket for a variety of construction projects. Use
them as wheels on simple vehicles or as pulleys on inventions or
contraptions.
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3-D Crafty Pen

MK43041—$95
This colorful manually operated pen prints with PLA and ABS plastic.
Unlike other 3-D printing pens, Crafty Pen has a helpful LCD screen
that makes changing the temperature and selecting material settings
easy. You can also adjust the extrusion speed as you create! With a
touch of a finger, slow it down for small, detailed projects and speed
it up to fill in thicker designs.

ACCESSORIES

Cancer and Reproductive Harm – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Wikki Stix

MK27669—$11.65
Wikki Stix are great for math – try them for approximating curves
when plotting functions on the Coordinate Geometry Board. They
feature a patented wax formula, so your class can use them again and
again. Wikki Stix come in a pack of 48 in primary colors (black, white,
red, gold, blue, and green) and are nontoxic.

Makedo Toolkit
Makedo Mini-Tool

MK44316—$19.95
Streamline your cardboard construction
with the mini-tool. Punch a hole through the
material using the mini-tool, insert a scru
into the socket on the mini-tool, and then,
with a few quick turns, twist the scru into the
cardboard securely. To be used with Makedo
scrus from the Makedo Toolkit.

MK44317—$19.95
Looking for something for the little engineer
in your life? The Makedo Toolkit is a starter kit
of cardboard construction tools that’s a great
introduction to Makedo. Enter into the world
of playful cardboard construction and build
small creations with 30 reusable parts. Rocket
ships, cars, dinosaurs, a knight in cardboard
armor – build whatever you can imagine
with these handy little tools.

Jumbo Chenille Stems

MK38295—$8.95
A 24-pack of big, fuzzy, and colorful straws
that are flexible and can be bent or combined
into almost any shape. Perfect for use with the
Large Structures Maker Project.

Milk Carton
Balloons

MK33356 (11", pkg of 100)—$13.75
These balloons can be used with the Fold-NRoll cars to turn them into balloon-powered
vehicles!

Order: 800-835-0686

MK41425—$2.65
Here’s a simple pack of five half-pint milk
cartons that can be used for a variety of
projects. Need to build a little boat that
can float on water, some small buildings, or
maybe a model town? These milk cartons are
perfect for that!

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Brads

MK38021—$3.25
These 3/4" paper fasteners are ideal for
making paper-craft moving parts.

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help
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Try This: Engineering Kit

Try This: Parachute Kit

T ry This: Straw Structure
Kit

T ry This: Toothpick
Bridge Kit

PROJECT KITS AND MATERIALS

MK40311—$2.25
A Pitsco Exclusive
This kit presents students with the
materials to build a sail car but lets
them figure out how to do it on
their own – just like real engineers!
Requires paper, glue, and a hobby
knife, sold separately. Pitsco’s Try This
kits are designed as quick and easy
activities that show some of the basic
concepts of larger projects.

MK40308—$2.25
A Pitsco Exclusive
Help students understand basic threedimensional shapes by constructing
their own cubes and tetrahedrons!
This kit includes the needed straws,
pipe cleaners, and instructions for
a student to build the shapes in no
time. No tools required. Pitsco’s Try
This kits are designed as quick and
easy activities that show some of the
basic concepts of larger projects.
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MK40310—$2.25
A Pitsco Exclusive
For a fast aerospace activity, try this
mini parachute to give students an
understanding of load, gravity, and
more in no time. Requires scissors,
glue stick, and modeling clay, sold
separately. Pitsco’s Try This kits are
designed as quick and easy activities
that show some of the basic
concepts of larger projects.

MK40309—$2.25
A Pitsco Exclusive
No time to build a regular-size
toothpick bridge? Cover some of
the same structural concepts in a
fraction of the time with this kit.
Includes toothpicks and instructions
for one small bridge. Requires
white glue and waxed paper, sold
separately. Pitsco’s Try This kits
are designed as quick and easy
activities that show some of the
basic concepts of larger projects.

Pushpin Paper Drill Kit

MK37676—$6.45
A Pitsco Exclusive
Make holes for paper engineering linkages in a snap. Includes a
1"-thick foam piece measuring 8-1/2" x 11", a giant pushpin drill, and
full-color instructions for making holes for mechanical linkages on
card-stock parts.

Tissue Paper

MK51934 (pkg of 100)—$13.75
Balloon, kite, and parachute tissue paper in assorted colors measuring
20" x 30".
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LOOKING FOR JUST A CART OR OTHER
STORAGE SOLUTIONS? TURN TO PAGE 61.

Maker Cart

TEACHERGEEK

MK43020—$6,895
Roll the Maker Cart into your classroom for the ultimate
STEM/STEAM solution. With more than 60 STEM projects and
almost every TeacherGeek component, this cart can support
hundreds of kids. It comes with a pallet of replacement
supplies and tools to create almost any project. The sign is dry
erase, so you can color it your way. This is NGSS aligned and
appropriate for Grades 3-12. Note: This product has a 45-day
lead time.

Product requires the TeacherGeek Tool Set (43019).

Design Workshop

Tool Set

MK43068—$7.95
MK43027 10-Pack—$61.95
Create your own unique pull toy with animated parts that move as
it rolls. Tails can wag, heads can bob, hands can wave; it’s up to you.
Follow the engineering design process to create and evolve your own
design.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

MK43019—$31.95
You will need these tools to complete most TeacherGeek projects.
TeacherGeek enables you to build real stuff. With TeacherGeek, you
get to cut, tap, ream, and screw. It works well to have one tool set for
every three projects being completed. Most classrooms have six or
more tool sets. Tool sets can be reused between class periods and year
after year.

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE

Wind Lift

TEACHERGEEK

MK43059—$5.95
MK43014 10-Pack—$41.95
Experience the power of wind. Design and build a Wind Lift that can
capture it. The Wind Lift uses energy from the wind to raise a bucket.
Engineer one to lift a heavy load or raise the bucket with speed.
The Wind Lift makes learning about wind power, energy, mechanical
advantage, torque, work, and other scientific concepts fun and
understandable. Grow your understanding with the Wind Lift lab and
through experimentation. Follow the engineering design process to
create your own unique Wind Lift.
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Mini Wind Turbine

MK43058—$5.95
MK43013 10-Pack—$43.95
Design and build a wind turbine that generates electricity. Start
by experimenting and changing blade designs. Learn how the
shape, pitch, and number of blades affect how much electricity
the wind turbine can generate. Grow your understanding through
experimentation and the Mini Wind Turbine lab and then create
your own amazing and unique wind turbine design. How much
electricity can you generate?

Land Sail Car

MK43070—$5.95
MK43029 10-Pack—$44.95
Create a car that is blown by the wind. This activity is perfect for early
elementary students. The Land Sail Car design enables students to
quickly and easily experiment with sail shape, angle, and placement;
measure distances and graph results; and use data to analyze and
engineer their design.
Land Sail Car bases can be preassembled for younger students and
reused.
What else will you need for this activity?
• Paper, tape, and scissors
• Fan
• TeacherGeek Tool Set (43019) – This can be reused and shared
by students.

Gears & Pulleys Tinker Set
MK43067—$10.95

MK43026 10-Pack—$93.95
What happens when gears are connected? Do they rotate together
at the same speed or in the same direction? Does it matter how they
touch each other? Answer these questions and more with this Gears &
Pulleys Tinker Set.

TEACHERGEEK
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Launcher Basic

Electromagnet Crane

Rubber Band Racer Basic

Judo-Bot

MK43061—$5.95
MK43016 10-Pack—$42.95
Make Ping-Pong balls fly by designing and building your own
launcher. A good launcher is able to shoot with precision and
accuracy. Are you up for the challenge? This activity will get you
started by building an example launcher. You will then be able to
evolve the launcher into your own unique design using the scientific
method and engineering process.

MK43062—$7.95
MK43017 10-Pack—$67.95
Design and build a vehicle that is propelled by the energy stored in
rubber bands. Make it go for distance, stop with precision, cross a
difficult terrain, or speed down a track. Rubber band racers can be
easily reengineered, so every day you can have a different challenge.

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

MK43064—$6.95
MK43023 10-Pack—$58.95
Your mission: design and build a crane that can sort magnetic
materials for recycling. Start by making and experimenting with an
electromagnet and then create a crane to move it. Test the crane
using the scientific method. Evolve the crane through the engineering
design process. How many magnetic items can you sort in a minute?
Compete against other cranes or challenge yourself.

MK43065—$12
MK43024 10-Pack—$96
Judo-Bots are remote-controlled hydraulic machines. They use four
hydraulic cylinders to move up, down, side to side, and any other
direction you’d like. Tip your opponents over or push them out of the
ring to win a Judo-Bot competition. Follow the engineering design
process to create and evolve your Judo-Bot. Learn from mistakes and
experiment with alternative solutions. Judo-Bots teach fluid power,
simple machines, and the engineering design process.

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
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Hydraulic Claw

TEACHERGEEK

MK43060—$7.95
MK43015 10-Pack—$62.95
Create a hydraulic claw that can
pick up objects. Move the control
cylinder and watch the claw open
and close below. Example claw
designs get you started, but the
final claw design is up to you.
Learn about fluid power,
mechanical advantage,
ratios, and the
engineering process.
Customize your claw
to pick up specific
objects (worms,
marshmallows, balls,
and so on).

Electric Air Racer

MK43069—$7.95
MK43028 10-Pack—$60.95
Send this racer flying with an electric motor and propeller. Design it
for speed by creating the frame and propeller blades. Learn through
experimentation. Evolve it using the engineering design process.

Electric Boat

MK43066—$7.95
MK43025 10-Pack—$59.95
Design a working motor boat
with this activity. Find your
hull in the recycling bin (milk
jug, foam tray, and so on).
Add the motor, propeller,
and other components.
Set it in the water and
watch it go. Learn through
experimentation and
tinkering. Evolve your boat
through the engineering
design process.

Super Wiggle-Bot

MK43063—$8.95
MK43018 10-Pack—$77.95
Scribble, race, dance, paddle. These are some of the amazing things
Wiggle-Bots can be designed to do. They are motorized contraptions
powered by kids’ imaginations.
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Wind Pump

TEACHERGEEK

Crazy Contraptions 10-Pack

MK44331—$212
Need to crack an egg for breakfast without
leaving the bed? Try Crazy Contraptions,
the thought-provoking, wacky activity
inspired by Rube Goldberg machines. Use
the online comprehensive activity guide
as an introduction to simple and complex
machines, enabling students to construct
exciting, clever mechanisms that complete
simple tasks. By combining research and the
engineering design process, they can lift a
basket with levers, weights, and dominoes
or scratch a friend’s back with gears and
pulleys – the innovation never ends! Build it
once, tinker forever. Each Crazy Contraption
requires a 12" x 12" wood base with drilled
holes, sold separately.
What else will you need for this activity?
• TeacherGeek Tool Set (43019) – This
can be reused and shared by students.

Mixed Pulley Set 40-Pack

MK44335—$14.50
TeacherGeek pulleys are designed for easy
use; with a spline that pushes onto and
rotates with a dowel shaft, they can be easily
removed or changed for design revision and
experimentation. The unique pulley design
allows for nonslip grip and easy exchange
of rubber bands. They transfer impressive
amounts of power, yet remain simple enough
for elementary use. Pulley colors might vary.

Order: 800-835-0686

Catch the Bug Kit

MK44328—$10
MK44329 10-Pack—$76
MK44330 50-Pack—$370
Have you heard the buzz? Catch the bug
and see why it’s a great introduction to
basic electronics. Finished bugs have such
personality, roaming the floor and exploring
new paths as they bump into objects
around the room. Kids are immersed in
electrical concepts, yielding long-lasting
understanding through physical, interactive
learning. Circuits, voltage, resistance, or
soldering skills have never made so much
sense – nor been so fun!
What else will you need for this activity?
• TeacherGeek Tool Set (43019) – This
can be reused and shared by students.
• Soldering iron, strip heater or blow
dryer, multimeter, resistor, alligator
clips

Mixed Gear Set 40-Pack

MK44334—$13.70
Gears are necessary for any type of
engineering, and TeacherGeek gears are
perfect for any elementary student! The
gears have a spline that pushes onto and
rotates with a dowel shaft. They can be easily
removed or changed as designs evolve and
experiments expand, no hot glue necessary.
They transfer impressive amounts of power,
yet remain simple enough for elementary
use. Gear colors might vary.

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

MK44337—$21
MK44338 10-Pack—$145
MK44336 Wind Turbine Stand—$70
Get pumped about environmental
engineering with this engaging Wind Pump
STEM activity. Students will watch as their
wind-driven turbines power the geared
transmission operating a hydraulic pump,
moving water from one level to another.
This physical, interactive activity combines
scientific concepts of work, fluid mechanics,
simple machines, and aerodynamics with an
environmental engineering edge. Explore
alternative energy methods through the
engineering design process, as blade
materials, angle, and pitch are adjusted
and redesigned. A Wind Turbine Stand is
necessary for this project, sold separately.
What else will you need for this activity?
• TeacherGeek Tool Set (43019) –
This can be reused and shared by
students.
• TeacherGeek Wind Turbine Stand
(44336)

Connector Strips 50-Pack

MK44333—$15.30
TeacherGeek 300 mm connector strips
are the basic structural components for
your STEM/STEAM/maker needs. Use them
to build bridges and vehicle chassis and
stabilize lever arms and projectile launcher
legs or ream them for wheel axles. These
strips are strong and can easily be cut to your
desired size, and they fit with all TeacherGeek
products, including dowels and screws.

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help
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FURNITURE AND STORAGE

Pitsco Maker Space Cart

MK44496—$685
MK44494 Pegboard Accessory Kit—$39
A Pitsco Exclusive
There is no better way to keep your makerspace
organized than the Maker Space Cart. The cart sits
on four wheels and comes with nine small bins
and 12 medium bins that fit on racks. Another
part of the cart can fit large bins stacked on top
of each other. It has pegboard lining the sides of
the cart so racks and extra hangers can be placed
for more storage, and there’s a handy tube to
store balsa sticks. Assembly required; instructions
available online.
Note: Large bins and pegboard accessories sold
separately. This cart has a 14-day lead time.

WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov
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“The BuilderSpaces furniture is
conducive to hands-on learning and
collaboration. Its flexibility allows it to
be adapted to meet the needs of the
students and eliminates the limitations
by traditional classroom furniture.”
– Mandy Arck, fourth-grade teacher,
elementary STEM classroom, Pittsburg, KS

Build your learning space
how you want it.
Reconfiguring your makerspace workstations is a breeze
with the BuilderSpaces SpacePort™. Designed to seat
eight students, this series features four desks, four storage
cabinets, and an elevated central platform that enables
students to share supplies easily. Assembly required.
Chairs not included.
• Easily reconfigured learning spaces
• Flexible classroom layouts
• Easily accessible storage
• CNC-milled melamine/laminate construction
made in the US

FOOTPRINT
133.413"

All items on this spread marked “A Pitsco Exclusive”
are proudly manufactured by us
in Pittsburg, KS, USA. Visit us!

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
BuilderSpaces SpacePort™

MK43263—$2,395
A Pitsco Exclusive
Reconfiguring your makerspace workstations is a breeze
with the BuilderSpaces SpacePort™. Designed to seat eight
students, this series features four desks, four storage cabinets,
and an elevated central platform that enables students to
share supplies easily. Custom colors are available with a with
a 20% price increase, and delivery will be eight weeks after
receipt of purchase order. Assembly required; instructions
available online. Chairs not included.
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BuilderSpaces SpacePort™ was created by Mike
Neden, a friend and curriculum developer who
recently lost his battle with pancreatic cancer.
Mike was dedicated to his students and preservice
teachers and to helping them to become successful
in the classroom. Pitsco is proud to offer Mike’s last
project in our catalog and eager to see this furniture
bring even more collaboration to the classroom.

WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Lightweight

Reconfigurable

BUILDERSPACES
RECONFIGURABLE TABLE
Mobile table
28.795" H x 49.033" W x 30" D

BUILDERSPACES TAMBERET
Mobile storage cabinet
28.725" H x 21.625" W x 18" D

98.894"

BUILDERSPACES TOWER
Multi-purpose podium/center tower
36.795" H x 28" W x 28" D
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Tall Storage Cabinet

MK40357 (72" x 41" x 23.75")—$995
MK42683 (72.375" x 37" x 29.375")—$1,095
A Pitsco Exclusive
This floor-standing cabinet features adjustable shelving and two doors
and comes in two sizes to meet the storage needs of your makerspace
or classroom. Assembly required; instructions available online.

FURNITURE AND STORAGE

WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Mobile Storage Unit

MK38757—$695
A Pitsco Exclusive
Every work space needs organization, and the Mobile Storage Unit
does just that! Designed to fit various storage bins, this cabinet
features adjustable rails and 2" rolling casters to easily move wherever
it’s needed. This unit also works great for TETRIX® storage! Assembly
required; instructions available online.
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Rectangular Table

MK28331—$550
A Pitsco Exclusive
Need extra workspace for your makerspace? This rectangular table is
the answer. Table measures approximately 31" x 60" x 30". Assembly
required.

WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Order: 800-835-0686

Email Order: orders@pitsco.com

Flex Power Storage

MK40555—$995
A Pitsco Exclusive
Keep your classroom supplies all in one place with the Flex Power
Storage. This mobile cart also serves as a standing workstation
and measures approximately 34" x 45" x 27". Assembly required;
instructions available online.
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Pitsco Maker Space Cabinet

MK43030—$695
A Pitsco Exclusive
Keep your makerspace tidy with the Pitsco Maker Space Cabinet! This
handy cabinet is built to hold various storage bins and can also be
utilized as a standing workstation. Cabinet measures 43" x 39-1/2" x
23". Assembly required.
WARNING: Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov

Order Online: Pitsco.com

Online Support: Pitsco.com/help

MAKERSPACE
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MK39358 Shallow Red Bin
with Lid
MK43222 Standard Gray
Bin with Lid

MK39356 Extra Deep Blue
Bin with Lid

22" Portable Storage Solution

FURNITURE AND STORAGE

MK43223 Jumbo Blue Bin
with Lid

MK44149—$55
• Features 27 removable bins
• Durable resin construction with metal handle and latches
• Built-in legs for stability when in the open position
• Measures 22" x 12-1/8" x 6-5/8"

MK27355 Clear Container
with Flip-Top Lid

TETRIX® PRIME Storage Bin and Lid
MK43214 Clear Storage Bin
with Lid

MK40666—$12.95
• Measures 12" W x 16-1/2" D x 5-3/4" H and is black in color
• Offers additional storage for TETRIX® spare parts
• Includes 11-1/8" x 17" translucent lid

Storage Bins

MK39358 Shallow Red Bin with Lid—$7.50
MK43222 Standard Gray Bin with Lid—$10.50
MK39356 Extra Deep Blue Bin with Lid—$13.50
MK43223 Jumbo Blue Bin with Lid—$13.50
MK27355 Clear Container with Flip-Top Lid—$26.50
MK43214 Clear Storage Bin with Lid—$35

15-Drawer Multicolored Storage Cart
Sorting Trays

MK34074 (16 compartments)—$8
MK40682 (6 compartments)—$8
This sorting tray fits into our blue, red, green, black, and gray
containers and offers two varieties, one with six sections and one
with 16 sections. Both trays are perfect for keeping small parts
organized.

MK36431—$145
Get tons of colorful storage with this 15-drawer cart. Patented
interlocking rail-and-drawer system on this smoke-colored cart
prevents shifting off the rails, and the molded stops on the drawers
prevent the drawers from pushing through the back of the cart. Has
middle leg supports and six casters (three locking) for added stability.
Inside-bottom dimensions of tapered standard drawers are 13-3/8"
x 9-3/8" x 2-1/2". Inside-bottom dimensions of tapered deep drawers
are 13-5/8" x 9-3/4" x 5". Overall assembled dimensions are 15-1/4" x
23 5/8" x 38".

ORGANIZE
You cannot have enough storage! A variety of storage bins and
labels help keep you organized. Check out our storage options,
including our Maker Space Cart, on page 61.

HAVE
FUN!
With high-stakes testing, students don’t feel like school
is fun anymore. Let your makerspace put the fun back in
school – and learning!

CONDUCT
MINI SKILLS
WORKSHOPS

Introduce new tools and demonstrate proper use. Let students
lead these workshops!

COMBINE HIGH-TECH ITEMS
WITH LOW-TECH ITEMS
LED lights + paper. Motors + cups. Makey-Makey
(see page 37) + a banana. The options are limitless!

HAVE A
VARIETY
OF TOOLS

RECYCLE
Of course we want you to buy our
products, but some cool creations can
be made out of recycled goods such as
cardboard, egg cartons, plastic bottles,
and so on. Make a list of what you need
and have students practice recycling!

GET THE
COMMUNITY
INVOLVED
Perhaps local businesses have products that can be donated.
Maybe an engineering or manufacturing plant would like
to take students on a tour. Are there any real-life community
problems that students can help solve?

PROVIDE
OWNERSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES

Assign students to be responsible for certain parts of
the makerspace – cleanup, inventory, or leading skills
workshops.

Let’s face it, most kids aren’t learning
how to use tools at home anymore.
Have a variety of tools available –
hammers, screwdrivers, hole punches,
and even drills or sewing machines.
Check out our tools on pages 41-56.

CHALLENGE
STUDENTS
Create challenge cards and place them in your makerspace.
Give students a goal to complete in a set amount of time.
Then, have students look at the differences between the goal
and their creations.

LET STUDENTS
CREATE
Start with step-by-step instructions for students who are
struggling to get started. Then, throw those instructions
out, give some design specifications, and let students learn
through failure!

4 Easy Ways to Order
1. Telephone

800-835-0686

Please feel free to phone us with any
questions or orders that do not require a
Purchase Order. We no longer accept PO
orders via the phone. If you phone in an
order that will also be mailed or faxed, be
sure to indicate clearly on the form that it is
a confirmation order only. Understandably,
we can’t be held responsible for duplicate
shipments, and a restocking fee will be
assessed if the confirmation order is not
clearly marked.

2. Internet

Shop online with confidence
on our secure e-commerce site
Pitsco.com/Shop.

Policies

3. Mail

Simply complete the order
form and drop it in the mail
along with your check or
money order. Please fill out the
form completely and accurately.
This enables us to serve you
better. If paying with a PO,
please supply a copy of the
PO via email or mail. Mail your
order to:

Pitsco, Inc.
P.O. Box 1708
Pittsburg, KS 66762

4. Email

orders@pitsco.com

Fast Turnaround!
Orders are normally shipped within
48 hours. In peak seasons (JulyOctober), there might be some delay.
Placing your order before July helps
speed up the process.
Every order is a RUSH order to us.
However, if you need overnight delivery,
we’re prepared to serve you. We will
be glad to ship your order next day
whenever possible. Additional charges
will apply.
Most orders are shipped via parcel
carrier. The shipping charges are prepaid
by us and then included on your invoice.
We gladly accept MasterCard, Visa,
Discover, and American Express cards
for your convenience.

Schools are welcome to use net 30
terms if approved by accounting. (Email
AR@pitsco.com for more information.)
Payment must be made within 30 days.
A $35 charge for each order
containing any hazardous materials
will be assessed. (Charge for air delivery
of hazardous materials is $50.) The
Department of Transportation has
very specific rules about packaging of
hazardous materials. We have labeled
all hazardous materials in this catalog.
Tax rates can change at any time. The
governing body of the state that we are
shipping to determines the change, not
Pitsco Incorporated or its affiliates.
If a customer is using his or her
personal credit card in a taxable
state, we must charge tax. School or
School District exemption forms do
not apply to personal credit card or
personal check orders. If a customer
is in a taxable state but would like tax
exemption, we must have the taxexempt form to process the order. If
you have any questions, please call our
Accounts Receivable line at
888-774-8726 or visit us online at
Pitsco.com/help.
When you receive your order, please
check the contents immediately. Please
check the box thoroughly. (Sometimes
small items get hidden at the bottom.)

If you discover a problem with your
order, you must call us immediately
(within 30 days). Please keep all
packaging material for inspection by
the carrier.
If there is a need to return any
merchandise, please call, and we
will give you a Return Authorization
Number. A 25% return charge may be
assessed. Opened software cannot be
returned. On truckline orders, shipment
damage must be stated on bill of lading
at time of delivery or shipment refused
in order to submit a damage claim.
Please don’t return items without
calling first. Hazardous items cannot
be returned.
Pitsco provides a one-year
limited warranty against defects in
manufacturing on all items purchased
unless otherwise specified by the
manufacturer. In a warranty situation,
Pitsco will arrange for the return of
defective items for evaluation. Qualified
Pitsco staff will determine warranty
coverage and notify the customer.
Items under warranty will be repaired
or replaced at Pitsco’s discretion.
Customers will be billed for all costs
associated with non-warranty items.
Pitsco Education complies with the
California Proposition 65 law and has
labeled any products in this catalog
that fall under that law with a warning.
The applicable warnings are listed
below. Please visit P65Warnings.ca.gov
for complete details.

Warnings:

Cancer – P65Warnings.ca.gov
Reproductive Harm –
P65Warnings.ca.gov
Cancer and Reproductive Harm –
P65Warnings.ca.gov
Drilling, sawing, sanding, or machining
wood products can expose you to
wood dust, a substance known to the
state of California to cause cancer.
Avoiding inhaling wood dust or use
a dust mask or other safeguards for
personal protection –
P65Warnings.ca.gov

Online: Pitsco.com/help
Tech Support: 800-358-4983
Contact us. We’ll help. We promise.

Our friendly customer service staff will assist you in resolving any concern.
We want you to be completely satisfied.

Curriculum Assistance

If you need help finding curriculum or activities for a specific aspect of your
class, we’re ready to help.

Right to Know

If you need “Right to Know” information, we have SDS (Safety Data Sheets)
for any product that falls under the statutes of federal legislation. SDS
information may be obtained from the website or by submitting a request to
Pitsco.com/help.

Notice:

Although every precaution was taken, errors in pricing and/or specifications
might occur in printing. We reserve the right to correct any such errors. We
sincerely hope this does not cause you any inconvenience.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Products with prices that change
more than 15% will not be shipped until we have obtained your school’s
authorization to ship the items at the increased price.
Disclaimer: All products offered for sale in this catalog are sold without
warranty, implied or expressed, of fitness or merchantability other than the
purpose expressly stated in this catalog. Pitsco is liable only for the replacement
or purchase price in the case of a manufacturing defect or mislabeling. Pitsco is
not liable for incidental or consequential damages.
Pitsco Education produces general-use products. Pitsco Education’s hands-on
curricula and activities are designed and intended to work as teaching aids in
adult-supervised, directed, and controlled environments and are not intended
to be taken home. Guides that accompany such curricula and activities might
contain applicable safety warnings and caution statements for safe interaction.
Age marks are indicators of average development, which does not necessarily
reflect suitability for the exceptional child. A parent or teacher remains the best
judge of whether the child is at the appropriate development stage for safe
interaction with a product.
All trademarks and copyrights are the property of their respective holders.

Shipping Information

We want to get your educational
products in your classroom as quickly
as possible. With some products,
government and carrier regulations
require specific packaging and
methods of transportation. If you see
the shipping information icon next to
an item, one of the following situations
will apply to that item.

Rocket Engines

Rocket engines will be shipped on
your order through Fourth-Class Parcel
Post. (If requested, we can ship engines
UPS ground with a $35 hazard fee.)
Orders shipped Fourth Class USPS will
not incur a hazardous materials charge
but might take 21 business days
for delivery. Please note that rocket
engines cannot be shipped to Army
Post Offices.

CO2 Cartridges

By government definition, CO2
cartridges are considered a hazard
for air shipments. CO2 cartridges or
products containing CO2 cartridges
may be shipped by air with a $50
hazardous materials charge.

Spray Paint (and other aerosols)

By government definition, spray
paint and other spray products are
considered a hazard for air shipments.
Spray paint and other aerosols may be
shipped by air with a $50 hazardous
material charge, under limited quantity
requirements.

If you need these products rushed,
Pitsco has no option other than
ground transportation. Be sure to
order early.

Furniture

Furniture can ship only by truck line
or LTL carrier and cannot be expedited.
If you order furniture, your entire order
will be packed and prepared for this
type of shipment. Please note any
damage to the furniture on the bill
of lading (BOL) when signing for the
goods and then call Pitsco regarding
the damage so that we can start the
claims process and begin to address
your damaged items. Please allow
at least two weeks upon receipt of
the purchase order to receive your
furniture.

Various Other Products

Other products throughout the
catalog might have the shipping
information icon. Please call for specific
information, as there might be a
hazardous materials charge or specific
shipping limitations might apply.

We Can Help

We use UPS as our primary provider.
If you have preferences for shipping
these items, clearly note this on your
mail or online order or mention it
when placing a phone order. If you
have questions regarding the best way
to ship your order, please call us at
800‑358-4983.

Phone Orders 800-835-0686
Online Orders www.pitsco.com
Email orders@pitsco.com
Technical Support 800-358-4983
Pitsco.com/help

PITSCO, INC. • P.O. BOX 1708 • PIT TSBURG, KS 66762
PLEASE CHECK ONE IN
EACH CATEGORY:

NAME ________________________________________________________________________________________
EMAIL _______________________________________________________________ (PERSONAL OR SCHOOL)
(Providing your email address will enable us to send you a shipment notification.)

SHIP TO:

Thank you for your
order. You are not just
a customer, you are our
friend, and I am
grateful for the
relationship we share.
Your questions, concerns,
suggestions, and ideas
are our first priority.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SCHOOL ______________________________________________________________________________________
SHIPPING ADDRESS____________________________________________________________________________

MIDDLE SCHOOL
HIGH SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY

______________________________________________________________________________________________

OTHER____________________

CITY _____________________________________________ STATE _________ ZIP _________________________

Thank you for being our
customer and friend.
We’re committed to
serving you.

TELEPHONE NO. (

) ____________________________

FAX NO. (

) ______________________________

PRODUCTS USED FOR:
TECHNOLOGY
SCIENCE

SCHOOL ______________________________________________________________________________________

BILL TO:

Sincerely,

LEVEL:

MAKER SPACE
MATH

CITY _____________________________________________ STATE ________ ZIP _________________________
TELEPHONE NO. (

Harvey R. Dean
CEO, Founder

BILLING ADDRESS_____________________________________________________________________________

LIBRARY/MEDIA CENTER

) ___________________________

FAX NO. (

) _____________________________

P.O. No._______________________________

GIFTED
OTHER

Ordered by________________________

A copy of the actual Purchase Order MUST accompany this form for the order to be processed.
The completed order form and a check may be mailed to P.O. Box 1708, Pittsburg, KS 66762-1708
QTY

ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION

ITEM PRICE

TOTAL PRICE

Be sure to add shipping!
(See chart below.)

TOTAL

Shipping & Handling rates for 2019
Applies to items that can be purchased from the catalog and via the Pitsco.com website.
Any expedited shipping will be charged at actual cost. Unless billing to a tax-exempt
school, school district, or other entity, applicable sales tax will be applied. If billing to a
tax-exempt school, school district, or other entity, a copy of the state sales tax certificate
is required.

Shipping rates for 2019
Order Amount

Ground

$0-$59.99

$6

$60-$499.99

10%

$500+

FREE

*Shipping chart applies to the lower 48 states when shipping to a single location.
*For Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, US Territories, and Canada, actual ground rates apply.
*Additional surcharge will be applied for hazardous items.
*Actual rates applied to Next Day Air and Second Day Air shipments.
*LTL shipments must be quoted.
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Request a catalog at
Pitsco.com/catalogrequest.

Pitsco Educational Account Representatives
Preston Frazier

Tony Allen

Central & Eastern Region

Northeast & Canadian Region

Phone: 800-835-0686, ext. 4559
pfrazier@pitsco.com
Pitsco.com/prestonfrazier

Phone: 800-835-0686, ext. 4558
tallen@pitsco.com
Pitsco.com/tonyallen

Staci Goodson
Western Region
Phone: 800-835-0686, ext. 4526
sgoodson@pitsco.com
Pitsco.com/stacigoodson

Alan Kirby
Southeastern Region
Phone: 800-835-0686, ext. 4523
akirby@pitsco.com
Pitsco.com/alankirby

800-835-0686 • pitsco.com

P.O. Box 1708
Pittsburg, KS 66762-1708
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U.S. Postage
PAID
Pitsco, Inc

ELECTRONIC SERVICE
REQUESTED
If this catalog is not addressed correctly
or the recipient is no longer at your
school, please log on to our website at
Pitsco.com/CorrectMyInfo
and make any necessary changes.
Thank you.

Making a Makerspace
Pitsco’s Top 10 Tips
ORGANIZE
CONDUCT MINI SKILLS
WORKSHOPS
COMBINE HIGH-TECH ITEMS
WITH LOW-TECH ITEMS
HAVE A VARIETY OF TOOLS
CHALLENGE
STUDENTS
LET STUDENTS CREATE
PROVIDE OWNERSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
GET THE COMMUNITY
INVOLVED
RECYCLE
HAVE FUN!
Toll-Free 800-835-0686 • Email order: orders@pitsco.com • Order online: Pitsco.com • Support: Pitsco.com/help

